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Abstract. We consider the global regularity problem for defocusing nonlinear Schrödinger
systems
iBt ` ∆u “ p∇Rm F qpuq ` G
on Galilean spacetime R ˆ Rd , where the field u : R1`d Ñ Cm is vector-valued,
F : Cm Ñ R is a smooth potential which is positive, phase-rotation-invariant, and
homogeneous of order p ` 1 outside of the unit ball for some exponent p ą 1, and
G : R ˆ Rd Ñ Cm is a smooth, compactly supported forcing term. This generalises
the scalar defocusing nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation, in which m “ 1 and
1
F pvq “ p`1
|v|p`1 . It is well known that in the energy sub-critical and energy-critical
4
, one has global existence of smooth solucases when d ď 2 or d ě 3 and p ď 1 ` d´2
tions from arbitrary smooth compactly supported initial data up0q and forcing term G,
at least in low dimensions. In this paper we study the supercritical case where d ě 3
4
and p ą 1 ` d´2
. We show that in this case, there exists a smooth potential F for
some sufficiently large m, positive and homogeneous of order p ` 1 outside of the unit
ball, and a smooth compactly choice of initial data up0q and forcing term G for which
the solution develops a finite time singularity. In fact the solution is locally discretely
self-similar with respect to parabolic rescaling of spacetime. This demonstrates that
one cannot hope to establish a global regularity result for the scalar defocusing NLS
unless one uses some special property of that equation that is not shared by these
defocusing nonlinear Schrödinger systems.
As in a previous paper [21] of the author considering the analogous problem for the
nonlinear wave equation, the basic strategy is to first select the mass, momentum, and
energy densities of u, then u itself, and then finally design the potential F in order to
solve the required equation.

1. Introduction
Let Cm be a standard finite-dimensional complex vector space, with the real inner
product
m
ÿ
zj wj
xpz1 , . . . , zm q, pw1, . . . , wm qyCm :“ Re
j“1

and norm }z}Cm :“

1{2
xz, zyCm .

A function F : Cm Ñ R is said to be phase-rotation-invariant and homogeneous of order
α for some real α if we have
F pλvq “ |λ|α F pvq
(1.1)
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for all λ P C and v P Cm ; thus for instance F peiθ vq “ F pvq for all θ P R and v P Cm . In
particular, differentiating (1.1) at λ “ 1 we obtain Euler’s identity
xv, p∇Cm F qpvqyCm “ αF pvq

(1.2)

xiv, p∇Cm F qpvqyCm “ 0

(1.3)

as well as the variant
for all v P Cm where a gradient ∇Cm F pvq P Cm exists. Here the gradient ∇Cm F pvq is
defined via duality by the formula
d
F pv ` twq|t“0
(1.4)
dt
for all test directions w P Cm . When α is not an integer, it is not possible for such
homogeneous functions to be smooth at the origin unless they are identically zero (this
can be seen by performing a Taylor expansion of F around the origin). To avoid this
technical issue, we also introduce the notion of F being phase-rotation-invariant and
homogeneous of order α outside of the unit ball, by which we mean that (1.1) holds for
λ P C and v P Cm whenever |λ|, }v}Cm ě 1, or whenever |λ| “ 1.
xp∇Cm F qpvq, wyCm “

Define a potential to be a function F : Cm Ñ R that is smooth away from the origin; if
F is also smooth at the origin, we call it a smooth potential. We say that the potential
is defocusing if F is positive away from the origin, and focusing if F is negative away
from the origin. In this paper we consider nonlinear Schrödinger systems of the form
iBt u ` ∆u “ p∇Cm F qpuq ` G

(1.5)

where the unknown field u : R ˆ Rd Ñ Cm is assumed to be smooth, ∆ “ Bxj Bxj is the
spatial Laplacian (with the usual summation conventions), Bt , Bx1 , . . . , Bxd are the partial
derivatives in time and space, F : Cm Ñ R is a smooth potential, and G : R ˆ Rd Ñ Cm
is a smooth compactly supported forcing term. In the homogeneous case G “ 0, this is
(formally, at least) a Hamiltonian evolution equation, with Hamiltonian
ż
1
Hpuq :“
}∇u}2Rd bCm ` F puq dx
Rd 2
which is non-negative when F is defocusing, where the quantity }∇u}2Rd bCm is given by
the formula
}∇u}2Rd bCm :“ xBxj u, Bxj uyCm

with the usual summation conventions. By Noether’s theorem, the phase rotation
invariş
ance of this Hamiltonian yields (formally, at least) the conservation of mass Rd }u}2Cm dx,
while the translation
invariance of the Hamiltonian similarly yields conservation of the
ş
momentum 2 Rd xBj u, iuyCm dx.

We will restrict attention to potentials F which are phase-rotation-invariant and homogeneous outside of the unit ball of order p ` 1 for some exponent p ą 1. The wellstudied nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS) corresponds to the case when m “ 1
p`1
p`1
and F pvq “ |v|p`1 (for defocusing NLS) or F pvq “ ´ |v|p`1 (for focusing NLS), with the
caveat that one needs to restrict p to be an odd integer if one wants these potentials to
be smooth at the origin.
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The natural initial value problem to study here is the Cauchy initial value problem,
in which one specifies a smooth initial position u0 : Rd Ñ Cm and forcing term G :
R ˆ Rd Ñ Cm , as well as the potential F , and asks for a smooth solution u to (1.5) with
up0, xq “ u0 pxq. To avoid illposedness issues relating to the infinite speed of propagation
of the Schrödinger equation, we will require the data u0 and G to be compactly supported
in space, and restrict attention to solutions u that are in the Schwartz class.
Standard energy methods (see e.g. [8] or [18]) show that for any choice of smooth
compactly supported data u0 : Rd Ñ Cm and smooth compactly supported forcing
term G : R ˆ Rd Ñ Cm , one can construct a unique smooth solution u to (1.5) in
p´T´ , T` q ˆ Rd for some 0 ă T´ , T` ď 8 which is Schwartz in space, with T´ , T`
maximal amongst all such solutions. Furthermore, if T` ă 8, then }uptq}L8 goes to
infinity as t Ñ T` , and similarly for T´ . In these latter situations we say that the initial
value problem exhibits finite time blowup.
The global regularity problem for a given choice of potential F asks if the latter situation
does not occur, that is to say that for every choice of smooth, compactly supported data
u0 , G there is a smooth global solution.
The answer to this question depends in a somewhat complicated way on the dimension
d, the exponent p, and whether the potential F is focusing or defocusing; the literature
here is vast and the following discussion is not meant to be comprehensive. Readers
may consult the texts [8], [3], [18] for more complete references.
Consider first the mass subcritical case p ă 1 ` d4 . It is known in this case from
Strichartz estimates and contraction mapping arguments (see e.g. [8]) that the initial
value problem is globally well-posed in the Sobolev space H 1 pRd q, regardless of whether
the potential F is defocusing or not; in the low-dimensional case d ď 3, Strichartz
d
estimates then place the solution locally in the space L4t L8
x pR ˆ R q, which is sufficient
when combined with standard persistence of regularity arguments based on the energy
method (see e.g. [18, Proposition 3.11]) shows that solutions remain smooth for all time.
The case d “ 4 can be handled by modifications of the arguments in [16]. The global
regularity question in higher dimensions d ą 4 is still not fully resolved; note that for
the analogous question for the nonlinear wave equation (NLW), it was shown recently
in [20] that global regularity can in fact fail in extremely high dimensions d ě 11, even
in the “extremely subcritical” case when the potential F and all of its derivatives are
bounded.
Now consider the case when p is mass critical or supercritical in the sense that p ě 1` d4 ,
4
but is also energy critical or subcritical in the sense that either d ă 3, or p ď 1 ` d´2
. In
the case of the focusing NLS, the well known viriel argument of Glassey [13] shows that
finite time blowup can1 occur (and in fact must occur if the initial data has negative
Hamiltonian). If instead the potential is defocusing, then it is known that the initial
value problem is globally well-posed in the energy space H 1 pRd q. In energy-subcritical
1Global

regularity can however be restored if one imposes a suitable smallness condition on the data
u0 , G; see e.g. [8].
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4
situations when d ă 3 or p ă 1` d´2
, this claim can again be established from Strichartz
estimates and contraction mapping arguments; see e.g. [8], [3], [18]. The energy-critical
4
case when d ě 3 and p “ 1 ` d´2
is more delicate; in the case of scalar NLS (in which
p`1

m “ 1 and F puq “ |u|p`1 ), the d “ 3 case was established in [11] (after several previous
partial results), and the higher dimensional cases d “ 4 and d ą 4 were treated2 in [16]
and [23] respectively. It is likely that these results can be extended to more general
defocusing potentials, though we do not attempt this here. Again, in low dimensional
cases d ď 3, this H 1 local well-posedness can be used in conjunction with Strichartz
estimates to establish global regularity; see e.g. [3], [10], [18]; the d “ 4 case was treated
in [16]. As before, the status of the global regularity question in higher dimensions d ą 4
is not yet fully resolved.
4
Finally, we turn to the energy-supercritical case when d ě 3 and p ą 1 ` d´2
, which
is the main focus of this paper. The Glassey viriel argument [13] continues to show
that finite time blowup can occur here in the focusing case. In the defocusing case, the
situation is less well understood. There are a number of results [4], [9], [6], [1], [7], [5]
that demonstrate that the solution map, if it exists at all, is highly unstable, although
one can at least construct global weak solutions, which are not known to be unique; see
[12], [1], [19].

The main result of this paper is to show that, at least for certain choices of defocusing
potential F and data u0 , G, one in fact has blowup in finite time.
4
, and let m be a
Theorem 1.1 (Finite time blowup). Let d ě 3, let p ą 1 ` d´2
sufficiently large integer. Then there exists a defocusing smooth potential F : Cm Ñ R
that is phase-rotation-invariant and homogeneous of order p ` 1 outside of the unit
ball, and a smooth compactly supported of initial data u0 : Rd Ñ Cm and forcing term
G : Rd ˆ R Ñ Cm , such that there is a smooth, compactly supported solution u : r0, 1q ˆ
Rd Ñ Cm to the nonlinear Schrödinger system (1.5) with the property that }uptq}L8pRd q
goes to infinity as t Ñ 1´ .

Table 1. A somewhat oversimplified summary of whether nonlinear
Schrödinger systems are necessarily globally well-posed, or can admit finite time blowup solutions, for various criticality types of exponents and
for both focusing and defocusing nonlinearities. Theorem 1.1 establishes
the bottom entry on the third column.
Mass
Subcritical
Critical
Supercritical
Supercritical
Supercritical
2These

Energy
Subcritical
Subcritical
Subcritical
Critical
Supercritical

Defocusing
Global well-posedness
Global well-posedness
Global well-posedness
Global well-posedness
Finite time blowup

Focusing
Global well-posedness
Finite time blowup
Finite time blowup
Finite time blowup
Finite time blowup

papers are primarily concerned with the homogeneous case G “ 0, but one can use the
stability properties of NLS (see e.g. [22]) to extend from the homogeneous case to the inhomogeneous
case, at least in the context of H 1 global well-posedness.
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When combined with the known uniqueness theory for the equations (1.5) (see e.g. [8],
[18]) we see that there cannot be any smooth global solution to (1.5) with this data
that is Schwartz in space (one can relax the Schwartz requirement considerably, but we
will not attempt to do so here). The presence of the forcing term G is an unfortunate
artefact of our method, which (due to the absence of finite speed of propagation for
Schrödinger equations) requires one to use the forcing term to truncate a solution to a
homogeneous equation that decays too slowly at infinity. It is however reasonable to
conjecture that the above theorem can be strengthened by making G vanish (with u
now being Schwartz in space rather than compactly supported).
We have not attempted to optimise the value of m produced by the arguments in this
paper, but it will grow quadratically in the dimension d: m “ Opd2q. It would of course
be of great interest to set m equal to 1 in order to have the blowup result apply to the
scalar defocusing NLS; however our method requires a lot of “freeness” to the solution
u (in particular invoking a version of the Nash embedding theorem [15]), and it does not
seem possible to adapt it for this purpose. Nevertheless, Theorem 1.1 does construct a
“barrier” against any attempt to prove global regularity for the scalar supercritical NLS,
in that any such attempt must crucially rely on some property of the scalar equation
that is not enjoyed by the vector-valued equations considered here. For instance, this
theorem rules out any approach to global regularity for scalar supercritical NLS that
relies on somehow manipulating the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy
to generate new a priori bounds on the solution.
Theorem 1.1 is an analogue of the recent finite time blowup result by the author [21]
for vector-valued defocusing NLW equations, and the argument follows broadly similar
lines, in particular performing a sequence of “quantifier elimination” steps, each of which
removes one or more of the unknown fields from the problem.
The first reduction is to reduce matters to constructing a discretely self-similar solution
to a homogeneous NLS system (1.5), in which G is now zero, the potential F is homogeneous everywhere (not just outside the unit ball), and the solution u obeys the discrete
2
self-similarity relationship up4t, 2xq “ eiα 2´ p´1 upt, xq (the phase rotation α is needed
for technical reasons, but can be ignored for a first reading). In order to perform this
reduction, it will be important that the self-similar solution u remains smooth all the
way up to the initial time slice t “ 0 (except at the spacetime origin pt, xq “ p0, 0q where
a singularity occurs). See Theorem 3.1 for a precise statement of the claim needed.
Now that the forcing term G is eliminated from the problem, the next step is to eliminate the potential F , by first locating a self-similar field u, and then constructing a
homogeneous defocusing potential F to solve the equation (1.5) with that given u. In
order for this to be possible, the field u (as well as the “potential energy” field V “ F puq)
have to obey some differential equations (related to the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy and the Euler identity (1.2)), as well as some positivity and regularity
hypotheses; see Theorem 4.2 for a precise statement. The derivation of Theorem 3.1
from Theorem 4.2 relies on a classical extension theorem of Seeley [17] that allows one
to extend a smooth function on a submanifold with boundary to a smooth function on
the entire manifold.
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The differential equations alluded to in the previous paragraph can be expressed in
terms of the potential energy field V and the “Gram-type matrix” Gru, us of u, which
is a p2d ` 4q ˆ p2d ` 4q matrix consisting of inner products xD1 u, D2 uyCm for various
differential operators
D1 , D2 P t1, i, Bx1 , . . . , Bxd , Bt , iBx1 , . . . , iBxd , iBt u.

The coefficients of the Gram-type matrix Gru, us necessarily obey a number of constraints; for instance Gru, us will be symmetric and positive definite, and one has the
Leibniz type identities
Bxj xu, uyCm “ 2xu, Bxj uyCm
and
Bxj xiu, Bxk uyCm ´ Bxk xiu, Bxj uyCm “ 2xiBxj u, Bxk uyCm .
One can then eliminate the field u in favour of the Gram-type matrix by reducing
Theorem 4.2 to a statement about the existence of a certain matrix G of fields (as
well as a potential field V ) obeying the above-mentioned constraints and differential
equations; see Theorem 5.4 for a precise statement. In order to reconstruct the field
u from the Gram-type matrix G, one needs a “partially complexified” version of the
Nash embedding theorem [15]; this is the main reason why the target dimension m is
required to be large. Unfortunately, the existing forms of the Nash embedding theorem
in the literature are not quite suitable for this application, and we need to adapt the
proof of that theorem to establish the embedding theorem required (which we formalise
as Proposition 5.2). The proof of this embedding theorem is given in Appendix A.
The Gram-type matrix G contains a large number of fields, while simultaneously being
required to obey a large number of constraints. One can cut down the degrees of freedom
considerably, as well as the number of constraints, by requiring the Gram-matrix to be
homogeneous with respect to parabolic scaling, and also to be rotation-invariant in
a certain tensorial sense. This reduces the number of independent components of G
and V to seven scalar fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , gBr ,Bt , g1,iBr , g1,iBt , v which obey a certain
number of conservation laws, positivity hypotheses, and some additional constraints
such as homogeneity; see Theorem 5.4 for a precise statement. The fields gD1 ,D2 for
various differential operators D1 , D2 are supposed to be proxies for the inner products
xD1 u, D2 uyCm , while v is a proxy for the potential energy V puq. (Strictly speaking, G
contains another scalar field gBt ,Bt (a proxy for }Bt u}2Cm ) which is independent of the
other fields, but it is essentially unconstrained by any of the conservation laws, and can
be set to be extremely large and then ignored.)
Amongst the various constraints between the remaining scalar fields is the energy conservation law, which in this notation becomes
ˆ
˙
˙ ˆ
1
d´1
d´1
Bt
(1.6)
gBr ,Bt “ 0.
gB ,B `
gBω ,Bω ` v ´ Br `
2 r r
2
r

This law can be used in the energy sub-critical case to rule out the type of discretely
self-similar solutions we are trying to construct here; with a bit more effort involving an
additional Morawetz-type identity arising from momentum conservation, one can also
rule out such solutions in the energy-critical case. However, in the energy-supercritical
case it turns out that the conservation law (1.6) is easy to satisfy, basically because
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the scalar field gBr ,Bt (representing energy current) that appears in this law has no
presence in any of the other conservation laws, allowing the energy to be transported
spatially at an essentially arbitrary rate. In the energy-supercritical case, the total
energy becomes infinite, and so it becomes possible to eliminate the field gBr ,Bt and the
energy conservation equation (1.6), reducing one to a variant of Theorem 5.4 with one
fewer scalar field and one fewer constraint equation. One can similarly use another
constraint
ˆ
˙
1
d´1
2
g1,iBt `
B `
Br g1,1 ´ gBr ,Br ´ pd ´ 1qgBω ,Bω “ pp ` 1qv
2 r
r
(which ultimately arises from the Euler identity (1.2)) to easily eliminate the field g1,iBt
(which makes no appearance in any of the other constraints), leaving one with just five
remaining scalar fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr , v; see Theorem 6.2 for a precise statement.
An inspection of the remaining constraints reveals that the potential field v and the
angular stress gBω ,Bω play almost3 the same roles, and some elementary manipulations
allow one to effectively absorb the potential v into the angular stress gBω ,Bω (and also the
radial stress gBr ,Br ), allowing one to reduce to the case v “ 0; see Theorem 7.1 for a precise statement. Now there are just four independent scalar fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr
that one needs to locate.
One of the remaining constraints is the momentum conservation law, which can be
rewritten as
Br pr d´1 gBr ,Br q “ pd ´ 1qr d´2 gBω ,Bω ` S1
where S1 is the field

˙
ˆ ˆ
˙
1 d´1
d´1
2
S1 :“ r
Br Br `
Br g1,1 ` 2Bt g1,iBr .
4
r
One can integrate this law to obtain a representation of the radial stress gBr ,Br as a
certain integral involving gBω ,Bω and S1 . The requirement that gBr ,Br be smooth up to
the initial time t “ 0 enforces some asymptotic vanishing conditions on the integrand,
while the positive definiteness of the Gram matrix enforces an additional inequality on
the integral. Once these conditions are satisfied, one can then eliminate the field gBr ,Br
from the problem, leaving only three fields g1,1 , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr to construct. See Theorem
8.1 for a precise statement.
The angular stress gBω ,Bω is now only constrained by a nonnegativity condition and by
the constraints on the integral involving gBω ,Bω and S1 mentioned above. It is then not
difficult to eliminate gBω ,Bω , and reduce matters to locating just two fields g1,1 , g1,iBr that
obey a mass conservation law
ˆ
˙
d´1
Bt g1,1 “ 2 Br `
g1,iBr
r
3This

phenomenon is analogous to the well-known fact that when applying separation of variables
in polar coordinates to the free Schrödinger equation iBt u ` ∆u “ 0 in which upt, rωq “ vpt, rqYℓ pωq
for some spherical harmonic Yℓ of degree ℓ, the effect of the spherical harmonic is identical to that of
a (defocusing) Coulomb type potential ℓpℓ`1q
r2 .
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together with a number of technical additional conditions, mostly involving integrals of
the quantity S1 mentioned above. See Theorem 9.1 for a precise statement.
The mass conservation law can be solved explicitly by using the ansatz
g1,1 “ 2r 1´d Br pr d W q

g1,iBr “ r 1´d Bt pr d W q

for a suitable scalar field W . Now that there is only one field W to choose, it becomes
possible to write down an explicit choice of this field that obeys the few remaining
constraints required of it; we do so in Section 11.
The author is supported by NSF grant DMS-1266164 and by a Simons Investigator
Award.
2. Notation
Throughout this paper, the spatial dimension d, the target dimension m, and the exponent p will be fixed. Unless otherwise stated, we will always be assuming the energy
super-critical hypotheses
4
d ě 3; p ą 1 `
.
(2.1)
d´2
We will also assume that the target dimension m is sufficiently large depending on d. In
particular, all the theorems in subsequent sections will implicitly have these hypotheses
present (though from Theorem 5.4 onwards, the target dimension m plays no further
role as the field u is eliminated at that point).
We use the asymptotic notation X “ OpY q or X ! Y to denote the estimate |X| ď CY
for some C depending on the above parameters p, d. In some cases we will explicitly
allow the implied constant C to depend on additional parameters.
Most of our analysis will take place in the spacetime region
Hd :“ pr0, `8q ˆ Rd qztp0, 0qu

(2.2)

H1 :“ pr0, `8q ˆ Rqztp0, 0qu,

(2.3)

ρpt, xq :“ pt2 ` |x|4 q1{4

(2.4)

or the one-dimensional variant

that is to say on the portion of spacetime consisting of the present t “ 0 and future
t ą 0, but with the spacetime origin p0, 0q removed. On these regions we introduce the
parabolic magnitude function ρ : Hd Ñ R or ρ : H1 Ñ R defined by
for pt, xq P Hd , or

ρpt, rq :“ pt2 ` r 4 q1{4
(2.5)
for pt, rq P H1 . We also introduce the discrete scaling operator T : Hd Ñ Hd by the
formula
T pt, xq :“ p4t, 2xq
(2.6)
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(thus for instance ρ ˝ T “ 2ρ) and let T Z :“ tT n : n P Zu be the group of scalings
generated by T . A key point is that the quotient space Hd {T Z of spacetime by discrete
scalings is compact; indeed one can view this space as the set tpt, xq P Hd : 1 ď ρ ď 2u
with the boundaries ρ “ 1 and ρ “ 2 identified. We have chosen to use the scaling
pt, xq ÞÑ p4t, 2xq in (2.6) to generate the discrete self-similarity, but this is an arbitrary
choice, and one could just as well have used another scaling pt, xq ÞÑ pλ20 t, λ0 xq for some
fixed λ0 ą 1.
3. Reduction to constructing a discretely self-similar solution
We begin the proof of Theorem 1.1. In analogy with the argument in [21], the first step
is to reduce to locating a discretely self-similar solution to a homogeneous nonlinear
Schrödinger equation. thus eliminating the role of the forcing term G. In the previous
paper [21], one could use the finite speed of propagation of nonlinear wave equations
to restrict spacetime to a light cone tpt, xq : t ą 0, |x| ď tu for the purposes of locating
this solution. In the current context of nonlinear Schrödinger equations, one has infinite
speed of propagation, and so one can only restrict to the region Hd defined in (2.2). To
get from here to Theorem 1.1, one must now apply a spatial cutoff, which is responsible
for the forcing term G that is present in this paper but not in the previous work [21].
We turn to the details. We will derive Theorem 1.1 from
Theorem 3.1 (First reduction). There exists a defocusing potential F : Cm Ñ R which
is phase-rotation-invariant and homogeneous of order p ` 1 and a smooth function
u : Hd Ñ Cm zt0u that solves (1.5) (with G “ 0) on its domain and is nowhere vanishing, and also discretely self-similar in the sense that
2

upT pt, xqq “ eiα 2´ p´1 upt, xq

(3.1)

for all pt, xq P Hd , and some α P R, where T is the scaling (2.6).
A key point here is that u is smooth all the way up to the boundary of the region
Hd (except at the spacetime origin p0, 0q), rather than merely being smooth in the
2
interior. The exponent ´ p´1
is mandated by dimensional analysis considerations; the
phase shift α is needed for more technical reasons, representing a “total charge” coming
from the non-zero momentum density. It would be natural to consider solutions that
are continuously self-similar in the sense that
2

α

upλ2t, λxq “ λ´ p´1 `i log 2 upt, xq
for all λ ą 0 (not just powers of two), but we were unable to construct such a solution.
In the analogous situation for the NLW, such continuously self-similar solutions can be
ruled out by ad hoc methods for some ranges of d, p, as was shown in [21, Proposition
2.2].
Let us assume Theorem 3.1 for the moment, and show how it implies Theorem 1.1.
Let F, u be as in Theorem 3.1. Since u is smooth and non-zero on the compact region
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tpt, xq P Hd : 1 ď ρ ď 2u, it is bounded from below in this region. By replacing u with
Cu and F with v ÞÑ C 2 F pv{Cq for some large constant C, we may thus assume that
}upt, xq}Cm ě 1
whenever pt, xq P Hd with 1 ď ρ ď 2. Using the discrete self-similarity property (3.1),
we then have this bound whenever ρ ď 2; in fact we have a lower bound on }upt, xq}Cm
that goes to infinity as pt, xq Ñ 0, ensuring in particular that }uptq}L8pRd q goes to infinity
as t Ñ 0.
Using a smooth cutoff function, one can find a smooth defocusing potential F1 : Rm Ñ R
that is phase-rotation-invariant and agrees with F in the region tv P Cm : }v}Cm ě 1u.
Then u solves (1.5) with this potential in the truncated region tpt, xq P Hd : ρ ď 2u, and
in particular in the region tpt, xq P Hd : t, |x| ď 1u. Next, let ϕ : Rd Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth
function supported on the ball tx P Rd : |x| ď 1u that equals one on tx P Rd : |x| ď 21 ,
and define the functions ũ : r0, 1q ˆ Rd Ñ Cm , F̃ : Cm Ñ R, G̃ : r0, 1q ˆ Rd Ñ Cm , by
the formulae
ũpt, xq :“ up1 ´ t, xqϕpxq
F̃ pvq :“ F1 pvq

G̃pt, xq :“ iBt ũpt, xq ` ∆ũpt, xq ´ F̃ pũpt, xqq.
It is clear that F̃ is a smooth defocusing potential that is phase-rotation-invariant and
homogeneous of degree p ` 1 outside of the unit ball, while ũ, G̃ are smooth functions
supported on the regions tpt, xq P r0, 1q ˆ Rd : |x| ď 1u and tpt, xq P r0, 1q ˆ Rd : 21 ď
|x| ď 1u, with }ũptq}L8 going to infinity as t Ñ 1. This gives Theorem 1.1 (with u, F, G
replaced by ũ, F̃ , G̃ respectively).
It remains to prove Theorem 3.1. This will be the focus of the remaining sections of
the paper. We remark that with the reduction to Theorem 3.1, we have effectively
“compactified” spacetime, as the discretely self-similar solution can be viewed as a
solution (interpreted geometrically as a section of an appropriate vector bundle) on the
smooth compact manifold with boundary Hd {T Z .
4. Eliminating the potential
We now exploit the freedom to select the defocusing potential F from Theorem 3.1
by eliminating it from the equations of motion. To motivate this elimination, let us
formally manipulate the equation
iBt u ` ∆u “ p∇Cm F qpuq,
where F is assumed to be defocusing, phase-rotation-invariant, and homogeneous of
order p ` 1, in order to derive equations that do not explicitly involve F .
From (1.2), (1.3) we have the identities
xiBt u ` ∆u, uyCm “ pp ` 1qV

(4.1)
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and
xiBt u ` ∆u, iuyCm “ 0
where we define the potential energy density V by

(4.2)

V :“ F puq.

Note that the defocusing nature of F makes V non-negative. From (1.4) and the chain
rule we also have the additional identities
xiBt u ` ∆u, Bxj uyCm “ Bxj V

and

(4.3)

(4.4)
xiBt u ` ∆u, Bt uyCm “ Bt V
for j “ 1, . . . , d. We have thus obtained d ` 3 equations involving the fields u, V that
do not directly involve the nonlinearity F .
Remark 4.1. The equations (4.1)-(4.4) are closely related to the usual conservation
laws for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. Indeed, if we define the pseudo-stressenergy-tensor
T0j

T00 :“ }u}2Cm
“ Tj0 :“ 2xBxj u, iuyCm

Tjk :“ 4xBxj u, Bxk uyCm ` δjk 2pp ´ 1qV ´ δjk ∆p}u}2Cm q

for j “ 1, . . . , d, where δjk is the Kronecker delta, and also define the energy density

1
E :“ xBxj u, Bxj uyCm ` V
2
(with the usual summation conventions) and energy current
Jj :“ ´xBxj u, BtuyCm ,

for j “ 1, . . . , k, then one can easily use (4.2) to deduce the mass conservation law
Bt T00 ` Bxj Tj0 “ 0

and similarly use (4.1), (4.3) to deduce the momentum conservation law
Bt T0k ` Bxj Tjk “ 0

for k “ 1, . . . , d. From (4.1), (4.4) we can also obtain the energy conservation law
Bt E ` Bxj Jj “ 0.

Finally, we can rewrite (4.1) in a way that does not explicitly involve second derivatives
of u as
1
(4.5)
xiut , uyCm ` ∆T00 ´ xBxj u, Bxj uyCm “ pp ` 1qV
2
Conversely, if we take (4.5) as a definition of the potential energy density V , then the
above conservation laws can be used to recover (4.2), (4.3), (4.4).
Now assume that u obeys the discrete self-similarity hypothesis (3.1) and is nowhere
vanishing. We recall that the complex projective space CPm´1 is the quotient space
CPm´1 :“ pCm zt0uq{Cˆ
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of the manifold4 Cm zt0u by the action of the multiplicative complex group Cˆ “ Czt0u
by scalar multiplication. Let π : Cm zt0u Ñ CPm´1 be the projection map; then π ˝
u : Hd Ñ CPm´1 is a smooth map which is invariant under the action of T Z , and thus
descends to a smooth map θ : Hd {T Z Ñ CPm´1 . We will derive Theorem 3.1 from
Theorem 4.2 (Second reduction). There exists a smooth nowhere vanishing function
u : Hd Ñ Cm zt0u which is discretely self-similar in the sense of (3.1) for some α P R,
and a smooth function V : Hd Ñ R such that the defocusing property
V ą0

(4.6)

and the equations of motion (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) hold on all of Hd . Furthermore, the
map θ : Hd {T Z Ñ CPm´1 defined above is a smooth embedding, that is to say that it is injective and immersed in the sense that the d`1 derivatives Bt θpt, xq, Bx1 θpt, xq, . . . , Bxd pt, xq
are linearly independent in the tangent space of CPm´1 at θpt, xq for all pt, xq P Hd .
Let us assume Theorem 4.2 for now and see how it implies Theorem 3.1. Let d, p, m, u, V, θ
be as in Theorem 4.2. To prove Theorem 3.1, it will suffice to produce a defocusing
potential F : Cm Ñ R, phase-rotation-invariant and homogeneous of degree p ` 1, such
that the identity
iBt u ` ∆u “ p∇Cm F qpuq

(4.7)

holds on all of Hd . Since u never vanishes, we can of course remove the origin 0 from
the domain of F , working instead on the manifold Cm zt0u.
We now consider the subset Γ of Cm zt0u defined by
Γ :“ tzupt, xq : pt, xq P Hd ;

z P Cˆ u

or equivalently
Γ “ π ´1 pθpHd {T Z qq.

This is a pd ` 2q-dimensional Cˆ -invariant smooth submanifold (with boundary) of
Cm zt0u. The values of the potential F and its gradient ∇Cm F on Γ are determined by
the data u, V . Indeed, if F was phase-rotation-invariant, homogeneous of degree p ` 1,
and obeyed (4.7), then from (1.2), (4.1) and homogeneity we must have

and

|z|p`1
F pzupt, xqq “
V pt, xq
p`1

(4.8)

p∇Cm F qpzupt, xqq “ |z|p´1 zpiBt upt, xq ` ∆upt, xqq

(4.9)

for all pt, xq P Hd and z P Cˆ . Conversely, if we can locate a defocusing potential F
that is phase-rotation-invariant, homogeneous of degree p ` 1, and obeys the identities
(4.8), (4.9) on Γ, then we of course have (4.7) after specialising (4.9) to the case z “ 1.
4For

the purpose of defining tangent spaces, cotangent spaces, differentials, etc., we will view spaces
such as Cm zt0u as real manifolds (of dimension 2m) rather than complex manifolds, although we will
certainly also use the complex structure.
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It remains to construct such an F . In view of the constraints (4.8), (4.9), it is natural
to introduce the functions F0 : Γ Ñ R and F1 : Γ Ñ Cm by the formulae
F0 pzupt, xqq :“
and

|z|p`1
V pt, xq
p`1

F1 pzupt, xqq :“ |z|p´1 zpiBt upt, xq ` ∆upt, xqq

(4.10)
(4.11)

ˆ

for all pt, xq P Hd and z P C . As we are assuming θ to be injective, we see that
2
zupt, xq “ z 1 upt1 , x1 q occurs if and only if pt1 , x1 q “ T n pt, xq and z 1 “ 2 p´1 n z for some
integer n. On the other hand, from (3.1), (4.1) we have
V pT n pt, xqq “ 2´

2pp`1q
n
p´1

and similarly from (3.1) we have

V pt, xq

2p

iBt upT n pt, xqq ` ∆upT n pt, xqqq “ 2´ p´1 n piBt upt, xq ` ∆upt, xqq

and so we see that the functions F0 , F1 are well defined. As θ is also a smooth embedding,
the functions F0 , F1 are also smooth on Γ; from (4.6) we know that F0 is strictly positive.
By construction we clearly have the homogeneity relations
F0 pzvq “ |z|p`1 F0 pvq

and

(4.12)

F1 pzvq “ |z|p´1 zF1 pvq

for all v P Γ and z P Cˆ . Our task is to extend F0 : Γ Ñ R to a defocusing potential
F : Cm zt0u Ñ R that continues to obey the relation (4.12), and such that ∇Cm F agrees
with F1 on Γ.
At any given point zupt, xq of Γ, the tangent space Tzupt,xq Γ is spanned (as a real vector
space) by the vectors zupt, xq, izupt, xq, zBt upt, xq, and zBxj upt, xq for j “ 1, . . . , d. From
(4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), (4.10), (4.11) and linearity, we conclude the identity
dF0 pvqpwq “ xF1 pvq, wyCm

(4.13)

for any v P Γ and w P Tv Γ, where dF0 pvq P Tv˚ Γ is the differential of F0 at v, or
equivalently dF0 pvqpwq is the directional derivative of F0 at v along the tangent vector
w. To put it another way, if we use the inner product x, yCm to identify Cm with the
dual space pCm q˚ “ Tv˚ Cm (viewed as real vector spaces), then dF0 pvq is the projection
of F1 pvq to Tv˚ Γ (using the dual of the inclusion map from Tv Γ to Tv Cm ).
It will be convenient to normalise out the homogeneity on F, F0 , F1 . Define the norp1q
p1q
malised functions F0 : Γ Ñ R and F1 : Γ Ñ Cm by the formulae
p1q

F0 pvq :“ }v}´p´1
Cm F0 pvq

and
p1q

p1q

p1q

Then F0 , F1

´p´3
F1 pvq :“ }v}´p´1
Cm F1 pvq ´ pp ` 1q}v}Cm F0 pvqv.

are smooth, with the homogeneity relations
p1q

p1q

F0 pzvq “ F0 pvq
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and
p1q

p1q

F1 pzvq “ |z|´2 zF1 pvq
for all v P Γ and z P Cˆ ; also, from (4.13) and the product rule we see that
p1q

p1q

dF0 pvqpwq “ xF1 pvq, wyCm
p1q

for any v P Γ and w P Tv Γ. Finally, F0

(4.14)

is clearly everywhere positive.

p1q

Since F0 : Γ Ñ R is invariant under the action of Cˆ , it descends to a smooth positive
p2q
function F0 : θpHd {T Z q Ñ R on the quotient space Γ{Cˆ “ θpHd {T Z q, thus
p2q

p1q

F0 pπpvqq “ F0 pvq

p2q

˚
for all v P Γ. For any v P Γ, we define the covector F1 pπpvqq P Tπpvq
CPm´1 by the
formula
p2q
p1q
F1 pπpvqqpπ˚,v pwqq :“ xF1 pvq, wyCm

for all w P Tv Cm ” Cm , where π˚,v : Tv Cm Ñ Tπpvq CPm´1 is the projection map. Note
p1q
p1q
from (4.14) and the Cˆ -invariance of F0 that F1 pvq is orthogonal to the kernel of
p1q
p1q
p2q
π˚,v ; this and the homogeneity of F0 , F1 ensure that F1 is well defined and smooth
on πpΓq “ θpHd {T Z q. From (4.14) we see that
p2q

p2q

dF0 pṽqpw̃q “ F1 pṽqpw̃q

(4.15)
p2q

p2q

for all ṽ P θpHd {T Z q and w̃ P Tṽ θpHd {T Z q; in other words, F1 agrees with dF0 at
any point ṽ on the compact manifold with boundary θpHd {T Z q, after restricting to the
tangent space Tṽ θpHd {T Z q of that manifold.
One can view Hd {T Z as a smooth compact submanifold (with smooth boundary) of
pR ˆ Rd zt0, 0uq{T Z . The function θ : Hd {T Z Ñ CPm´1 can be extended smoothly to
an open neighbourhood of this submanifold using a classical theorem of Seeley [17];
the embedded copy θpHd {T Z q of Hd {T Z in CPm´1 can then similarly be extended to
a slightly larger open manifold of the same dimension d ` 1. A further application of
p2q
Seeley’s theorem allows one to smoothly extend F0 to this enlargement of θpHd {T Z q.
Using this extension as well as (4.15) and Fermi normal coordinates (using for instance
p3q
the Fubini-Study metric on CPm´1 ), one can then obtain a smooth extension F0 of
p2q
F0 to an open neighbourhood U of the embedded copy θpHd {T Z q of Hd {T Z in CPm´1
p3q
p2q
in such a fashion that dF0 “ F1 on θpHd {T Z q. By shrinking U if necessary one can
p3q
p4q
ensure that F0 is positive on all of U. If one then sets F0 : CPm´1 Ñ R to be the
function defined by
p4q
p3q
F0 :“ ϕF0 ` p1 ´ ϕq

for some smooth cutoff ϕ : CPm´1 Ñ r0, 1s that is supported on U that equals 1 on
p4q
a neighbourhood of θpHd {T Z q, we see that F0 : CPm´1 Ñ R is a positive smooth
p2q
p4q
p2q
extension of F0 such that dF0 “ F1 on θpHd {T Z q.
If we now set F : Cm zt0u Ñ R to be the function

p4q

F pvq :“ }v}p`1
Cm F0 pπpvqq
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then F is a defocusing potential that is phase-rotation-invariant and homogeneous of
degree p ` 1. By construction, F agrees with F0 on Γ, and
p1q

dp}v}´p´1
Cm F qpvqpwq “ xF1 pvq, wyCm

p1q

for all v P Γ and w P Tv Cm ” Cm . By the product rule and construction of F1 , this
implies that
dF pvqpwq “ xF1 pvq, wyCm
m
for all v P Γ and w P Tv C , and thus
on Γ, as desired.

∇Cm F “ F1

It remains to establish Theorem 4.2. This will be the focus of the remaining sections of
the paper.
5. Eliminating the field
In view of Remark 4.1, the constraints (4.1)-(4.4) that need to be satisfied in Theorem
4.2 can be expressed in terms of the pseudo-stress-energy tensor T00 , T0j , Tjk , as well
as the energy density E and the energy current Jj . These quantities in turn depend
linearly on the potential energy density V and the components of the p2d ` 4q ˆ p2d ` 4q
Gram-type matrix Gru, us, where we define
Gru, vs :“ pxD1 u, D2 vyCm qD1 ,D2 PD ,

(5.1)

for any smooth u, v : Hd Ñ Cm , where D is the finite set of differential operators
D :“ t1, i, Bx1 , . . . , Bxd , Bt , iBx1 , . . . , iBxd , iBt u.

For our later arguments, it will be crucial to observe that the component xBt u, Bt uyCm “
xiBt u, iBt uyCm of the Gram-type matrix Gru, us is not used to determine the quantities
T00 , T0j , Tjk , E, Jj , and in particular will be allowed to be extremely large compared to
the other components of this matrix.
Table 2. The parabolic order ordpDq of various differential operators D
(or formal differential operators) used in this paper. Some of the operators
in this table will only be defined in subsequent sections.
Operator D
1, i
Bxj , iBxj , Br , iBr , Bω
Bt , iBt

Parabolic order ordpDq
0
1
2

As in [21], the strategy of proof of Theorem 4.2 will be to eliminate the role of the field
u by reformulating the problem in terms of V and the Gram-type matrix Gru, us (or
on closely related quantities such as T00 , T0j , Tjk , E, Jj ). To do this, it is natural to ask
what constraints a p2d ` 4q ˆ p2d ` 4q matrix-valued function G on Hd has to obey in
order to be expressible as a Gram-type matrix Gru, us of a smooth field u : Hd Ñ Cm
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obeying the homogeneity condition (3.1). Certainly we will have homogeneity relations
of the form
4

xD1 up4t, 2xq, D2up4t, 2xqyCm “ 2´ p´1 ´ordpD1 q´ordpD2 q xD1 upt, xq, D2 upt, xqyCm

where the parabolic order ordpDq of a differential operator D P D is defined by Table
2. Also, it is clear that the matrix Gru, us is real symmetric and positive semi-definite,
with the additional constraint
xiD1 u, iD2 uyCm “ xD1 u, D2uyCm

(5.2)

xiD1 u, D2 uyCm “ ´xD1 u, iD2 uyCm .

(5.5)

for D1 , D2 “ 1, Bx1 , . . . , Bxd , Bt . From the product rule we also have the additional
constraints
1
xu, D1 uyCm “ D1 xu, uyCm
(5.3)
2
and
(5.4)
D1 xu, iD2uyCm ´ D2 xu, iD1uyCm “ 2xD1 u, iD2 uyCm
for D1 , D2 “ Bx1 , . . . , Bxd , Bt . Finally we have
for D1 , D2 “ 1, Bx1 , . . . , Bxd , Bt . One could then hope that these were essentially the
complete list of constraints on the Gram-type matrix Gru, us. In the real case, in which
u takes values in the real Euclidean space Rm (with the usual inner product x, yRm ), and
the set of operators D is reduced to the d ` 2 operators
DR :“ t1, Bx1 , . . . , Bxd , Bt u,

then one can obtain such a claim using the Nash embedding theorem [15]:
Proposition 5.1. Let pGD1 ,D2 qD1 ,D2 PDR be a pd ` 2q ˆ pd ` 2q matrix of smooth functions
GD1 ,D2 : Hd Ñ R obeying the following hypotheses:
(i) For each pt, xq P Hd , the matrix pGD1 ,D2 pt, xqqD1 ,D2 PDR is symmetric and strictly
positive definite.
(ii) One has the scaling law
GD1 ,D2 p4t, 2xq “ 2

´ p4 ´ordpD1 q´ordpD2 q
1

for all D1 , D2 P DR and pt, xq P Hd .
(iii) We have the identity

GD1 ,D2 pt, xq

1
G1,D1 pt, xq “ GD1 ,1 pt, xq “ G1,1 pt, xq
2
for all pt, xq P Hd and D1 P DR zt1u.

(5.6)

(5.7)

Suppose also that m is an integer that is sufficiently large depending on d. Then there
exists a smooth function u : Hd Ñ Rm that is nowhere vanishing and obeying the discrete
self-similarity (3.1) with α “ 0, such that
GD1 ,D2 pt, xq “ xD1 upt, xq, D2 upt, xqyRm

for all D1 , D2 P DR and pt, xq P Hd . Furthermore, the function θ : pt, xq ÞÑ
when descended to the quotient space Hd {T Z , is a smooth embedding.

(5.8)

upt,xq
,
}upt,xq}Rm
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Proof. Observe from the chain and quotient rules that if u is smooth and obeys (5.8),
then u is nowhere vanishing (since G1,1 is strictly positive) and direction map θ : pt, xq ÞÑ
upt,xq
obeys the identity
}upt,xq}Rm
gD1 ,D2 pt, xq “ xD1 θpt, xq, D2 θpt, xqyRm

(5.9)

for pt, xq P Hd and D1 , D2 P DR zt1u, where the functions gD1 ,D2 : Hd Ñ R are given by
the formula
GD1 ,D2 G1,D1 G1,D2
gD1 ,D2 :“
´
.
G1,1
G21,1
Motivated by this, our strategy will be to construct the direction map θ obeying (5.9)
first, and use this to then reconstruct u.
Since G1,1 is strictly positive, the pd ` 1q ˆ pd ` 1q-matrix g “ pgD1 ,D2 qD1 ,D2 PDR zt1u is
smooth and symmetric; from the hypothesis (ii), the matrix g is T Z -invariant, and can
thus (by slight abuse of notation) be viewed as a function on the quotient space Hd {T Z .
From the identity
ÿ
ÿ
GD1 ,D2 bD1 bD2
gD1 ,D2 aD1 aD2 “
D1 ,D2 PD

D1 ,D2 PDR zt1u

for all reals aD , D P DR zt1u, where bD :“

aD
1{2
G1,1

and b1 :“ ´

ř

DPDR zt1u aD G1,D
3{2
G1,1

, and the hy-

pothesis (i), we see that the matrix g is strictly positive. Thus pHd {T Z , gq can be viewed
as a smooth compact d ` 1-dimensional Riemannian manifold with smooth boundary. If
m0 is a large enough integer, we may then apply the Nash embedding theorem (see [15],
[14]) and find a smooth isometric embedding of pHd {T Z , gq into a Euclidean space Rm0 .
As observed in [21, §4], any compact region of Rm0 may be isometrically emebdded
into the unit sphere S m´1 of Rm if m ě 2m0 ` 2. Thus, for m large enough, we may
find an isometric embedding θ : Hd {T Z Ñ S m´1 of pHd {T Z , gq into unit sphere S m´1
of Rm (with the induced Euclidean metric); thus θ is a smooth embedding and obeys
the identity (5.9) (after lifting up from Hd {T Z to Hd ). If one then defines the function
u : Hd Ñ Rm by the formula
upt, xq :“ θpt, xqG1,1 pt, xq1{2

then u is smooth, nowhere vanishing, and obeys (3.1) with α “ 0, and from a routine
calculation using the product and chain rules (as well as hypothesis (iii)) we have the
required identity (5.8) for all D1 , D2 P DR zt1u; it is also clear that (5.8) holds when
D1 “ D2 “ 1. Differentiating the latter identity in space or time using (iii) and the
product rule, we obtain the remaining cases of (5.8), and the claim follows.

One could use the literature on the Nash embedding theorem to extract an explicit
value of m as a function of d in the above proposition, but we will not seek to optimise
this value here. For future reference, we observe that the above argument also gives
the variant of Proposition 5.1 in which the half-space Hd is replaced by the punctured
spacetime R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu.
In view of the above proposition, one could conjecture a complex analogue of the proposition, in which one uses D in place of DR and Cm in place of Rm , with the additional
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constraints (5.4), (5.5) imposed. This conjecture may well be false in full generality
(note that the complex version of the Nash embedding theorem is false, for instance
Liouville’s theorem prevents compact complex manifolds without boundary from being
holomorphically embedded into Cm ). Nevertheless we could adapt the proof of the Nash
embedding theorem to obtain a partial complex analogue of Proposition 5.1, in which
we do not seek to control the xBt u, Bt uyCm component of the Gram-like matrix (5.1),
and in which we also have an additional curl-free property of a certain combination
of components of this matrix. While this falls well short of a true complex version of
Proposition 5.1, it will suffice for our purposes. Specifically, we have
Proposition 5.2. Let G “ pGD1 ,D2 qD1 ,D2 PD be a p2d ` 4q ˆ p2d ` 4q matrix of smooth
functions GD1 ,D2 : Hd Ñ R obeying the following hypotheses:
(i) For each pt, xq P Hd , the matrix pGD1 ,D2 pt, xqqD1 ,D2 PD is symmetric and strictly
positive definite.
(ii) One has the scaling law (5.6) for all D1 , D2 P D and pt, xq P Hd .
(iii) We have the identity (5.7), as well as the additional identities
D1 G1,iD2 pt, xq ´ D2 G1,iD1 pt, xq “ 2GD1 ,iD2 pt, xq

for all pt, xq P Hd and D1 , D2 P DR zt1u, and

GiD1 ,iD2 pt, xq “ GD1 ,D2 pt, xq

GD1 ,iD2 pt, xq “ ´GD2 ,iD1 pt, xq

(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)

for all pt, xq P Hd and D1 , D2 P DR (in particular we have GD1 ,iD1 “ 0).
´ G1,iB ¯d
xj
(iv) The vector field
is curl-free, that is to say
G1,1
j“1

Bxk

G1,iBxj
G1,1

pt, xq ´ Bxj

G1,iBxk
pt, xq “ 0
G1,1

for all j, k P 1, . . . , d and pt, xq P Hd .
Suppose also that m is an integer that is sufficiently large depending on d. Then there
exists a smooth function u : Hd Ñ Cm that is nowhere vanishing and obeying the discrete
self-similarity (3.1) for some α P R, such that
GD1 ,D2 pt, xq “ xD1 upt, xq, D2 upt, xqyCm

(5.13)

for all pt, xq P Hd and all D1 , D2 P D other than pD1 , D2 q “ pBt , Bt q, piBt , iBt q. Furthermore, the function θ : Hd {T Z Ñ CPm´1 , formed by descending the map π ˝ u : Hd Ñ
CPm´1 to Hd {T Z , is a smooth embedding.
Remark 5.3. The condition (iv) differs from the other hypotheses in that it is not
necessitated by the conclusions of this theorem. However, this condition turns out to be
convenient in the proof of Proposition 5.2, as it will allow us to “gauge transform away”
the G1,iBxj components; see Proposition A.1. However, this additional constraint (iv)
will end up not being harmful to our argument, because we will eventually reduce to the
case where the matrix G is spherically symmetric in the sense that G1,1 pt, xq “ gpt, |x|q
x
and G1,iBxj pt, xq “ |x|j hpt, |x|q for some functions g, h, in which case the condition (iv) is
automatically satisfied.
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The proof of Proposition 5.2 is rather lengthy, and the methods of proof (based on
the proof of the Nash embedding theorem) are not used elsewhere in the paper. We
therefore defer this proof to Appendix A. Combining Proposition 5.2 with Remark 4.1,
we thus see that Theorem 4.2 will now follow from the following proposition in which
the field u has been eliminated.
Theorem 5.4 (Third reduction). There exists a smooth p2d ` 3q ˆ p2d ` 3q matrix
G “ pGD1 ,D2 qD1 ,D2 PD of smooth functions GD1 ,D2 : Hd Ñ R and an additional smooth
function V : Hd Ñ R obeying the following properties.
(i) For each pt, xq P Hd , the matrix pGD1 ,D2 pt, xqqD1 ,D2 PD is symmetric and strictly
positive definite.
(ii) One has the scaling law (5.6) for all D1 , D2 P D and pt, xq P Hd .
(iii) We have the identities (5.7), (5.10) for all pt, xq P Hd and D1 , D2 P DR zt1u, and
(5.11), (5.12) for all pt, xq P Hd and D1 , D2 P DR .
´ G1,iB ¯d
xj
(iv) The vector
is curl-free on Hd .
G1,1
j“1

(v) One has the defocusing property (4.6).
(vi) If one defines the pseudo-stress-energy tensor
T00 :“ G1,1
T0j “ Tj0 :“ ´2GiBxj ,1

Tjk :“ 4GBxj ,Bxk ` δjk 2pp ´ 1qV ´ δjk ∆G1,1

for j, k “ 1, . . . , d, as well as the energy density
1
E :“ GBxj ,Bxj ` V
2
(with the usual summation conventions) and energy current
Jj :“ ´GBxj ,Bt

for j “ 1, . . . , d, then one has the identity
1
GiBt ,1 ` ∆G1,1 ´ GBxj ,Bxj “ pp ` 1qV
2
and the conservation laws
Bt T00 ` Bxj Tj0 “ 0

(5.15)

B t E ` B x j Jj “ 0

(5.17)

Bt T0k ` Bxj Tjk “ 0
for k “ 1, . . . , d.

(5.14)

(5.16)

Note carefully that the components GBt ,Bt , GiBt ,iBt of G are not used in the hypotheses
(ii)-(vi) above (and only influence (i) through the requirement of being positive definite).
The scaling law (5.6) only applies directly to the components of G, but from the potential
identity (5.14) we see that we also have a corresponding scaling law
4

for the potential V .

V pT pt, xqq “ 2´ p´1 ´2 V pt, xq
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It remains to prove Theorem 5.4. This will be the objective of the remaining sections
of the paper.
6. Spherical symmetry and scale invariance
At first glance, the hypotheses required in Theorem 5.4 of the unknown fields G, V
appear to be more complicated than those in previous formulations of the problem, such
as Theorem 3.1. However, there is one notable way in which the hypotheses of Theorem
5.4 are much better than those in previous formulations: as they only involve linear
equalities and inequalities (as well as claims of positive definiteness), the constraints
determine a convex set in the phase space of possible values for the fields G, V . This
can be compared to previous formulations in which the conditions on the unknown field
u were quadratic or otherwise nonlinear in nature.
One consequence of this convexity is that if there is at least one solution G, V to Theorem
5.4, then there is a solution G, V which is spherically symmetric in a tensorial sense, or
more precisely that
G1,1 pt, xq “ g1,1 pt, |x|q

˙
ˆ
xj xk
xj xk
GBxj ,Bxk pt, xq “
gBω Bω pt, |x|q
gB ,B pt, |x|q ` δjk ´
|x|2 r r
|x|2
xj
gB ,B pt, |x|q
GBxj ,Bt pt, xq “
|x| r t
xj
G1,iBxj pt, xq “
g1,iBr pt, |x|q
|x|
G1,iBt pt, xq “ g1,iBt pt, |x|q
V pt, xq “ vpt, |x|q

for some functions g11 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , gBr ,Bt , g1,iBr , g1,iBt ; we omit here for brevity some analogous constraints on the remaining components of G which are either constrained completely by the fields already listed, or (in the case of GBt ,Bt and GiBt ,iBt ) are not relevant
for the theorem. This is basically because we can average the original solution G, V over
rotations (letting the orthogonal group SOpdq act on tensors in an appropriate fashion) and use convexity to obtain a spherically symmetric solution. For similar reasons
(averaging now over dilations rather than rotations), one can assume without loss of
generality that the solution G, V is not only discretely self-similar in the sense of (5.6),
but is in fact continuously self-similar in the sense that the identity
GD1 ,D2 pλ2 t, λxq “ λ

´ p4 ´d1 ´d2
1

GD1 ,D2 pt, xq

holds for all D1 , D2 P D, pt, xq P Hd , and λ ą 0, where d1 , d2 denotes the degrees of
D1 , D2 respectively as before.
Remark 6.1. Note that the reduction to spherical symmetry of the fields G, V in
Theorem 5.4 does not mean that we can reduce to spherically symmetric u in the
original formulation (Theorem 1.1) of the results in this paper, because it is possible for
a non-spherically-symmetric field u to have a spherically symmetric Gram matrix (e.g.
if d “ 2 and u is equivariant rather than invariant with respect to rotations). Indeed, a
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spherically symmetric u would have a vanishing gBω ,Bω field, whereas in our construction
we will insist instead that this field be positive. Similarly, we cannot necessarily reduce
to solutions in Theorem 1.1 that are continuously self-similar.
We now perform these reductions by showing that Theorem 5.4 is a consequence of (and
is in fact equivalent to) the following spherically symmetric, continuously self-similar
version. Recall that the domain H1 is given by (2.3). It will be convenient to make the
following definition: we say that a function F : H1 Ñ R scales like ρα for some α P R if
one has
F pλ2 t, λrq “ λα F pt, rq
(6.1)
for all pt, xq P H1 and λ ą 0. Here we recall ρ : H1 Ñ R was defined in (2.5). We
also note the following “factor theorem” on H1 : if F : H1 Ñ R is a smooth function
that vanishes on the time axis r “ 0, then the quotient F pt, rq{r has a removable
singularity at r “ 0, in the sense that there is a smooth function G : H1 Ñ R such that
F pt, rq “ rGpt, rq for all pt, rq P H1 (so that G can be viewed as the smooth completion
of F pt, rq{r. Indeed, from the fundamental theorem of calculus, one can take
ż1
Gpt, rq :“ pBr F qpt, srq ds.
0

Iterating this, we see that if k is a positive integer, and F : H1 Ñ R is smooth and
vanishes to order k on the time axis r “ 0 (in the sense that F pt, rq “ Opr k q as r Ñ 0
for any fixed t), then F {r k has a removable singularity on the time axis.
Table 3. The scaling exponent of various fields on H1 used in this paper,
as well as their parity in r (even or odd). Some of the fields in this table
will only be defined in subsequent sections.
Exponent
2
1
1
4
`d´4
´ p´1
4
´ p´1
4
´ p´1
´1
4
´2
´ p´1
4
´ p´1 ´ 3

Fields
Parity
t
even
ρ
even
r
odd
S1 , S2
same as d
g1,1 , T00 , W
even
g1,iBr , T0r
odd
gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBt , v, Trr , Tωω , E, Z even
gBr ,Bt , Jr
odd

Theorem 6.2 (Fourth reduction). There exist smooth fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , gBr ,Bt , g1,iBr , g1,iBt , v :
H1 Ñ R obeying the following properties:
(i) One has the “positive definite” inequalities
ˆ
˙2
1
2
Br g1,1 ` g1,iB
ă g1,1 gBr ,Br
r
2
and
g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω ą 0
pointwise on H1 .

(6.2)
(6.3)
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(ii) For each pD1 , D2 q “ p1, 1q, pBr , Br q, pBω , Bω q, pBr , Bt q, p1, iBr q, p1, iBt q, gD1 ,D2 scales
4
like ρ´ p´1 ´ordpD1 q´ordpD2 q , where we recall the parabolic order ordpDq of a differential operator D P t1, Br , iBr , Bω , Bt , iBt u is given by Table 2. Similarly, we
4
require that v scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 . See Table 3 for a summary of these scaling
requirements.
(v) One has the defocusing property v ą 0 pointwise on H1 .
(vi) If one defines the mass density
T00 :“ g1,1
the radial momentum density
the radial stress

T0r :“ ´2g1,iBr
˙
d´1
`
Br g1,1
r

(6.4)

˙
ˆ
d´1
2
Br g1,1
` 2pp ´ 1qv ´ Br `
r

(6.5)

Trr :“ 4gBr ,Br ` 2pp ´ 1qv ´
the angular stress
Tωω :“ 4gBω ,Bω
the energy density

ˆ

Br2

1
d´1
E :“ gBr ,Br `
gBω ,Bω ` v
2
2
and radial energy current
Jr :“ ´gBr ,Bt

then one has the potential identity
ˆ
˙
d´1
1
2
B `
Br g1,1 ´ gBr ,Br ´ pd ´ 1qgBω ,Bω “ pp ` 1qv
g1,iBt `
2 r
r

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

and the conservation laws

ˆ

˙
d´1
Bt T00 ` Br `
T0r “ 0
r
˙
ˆ
d´1
d´1
Trr ´
Tωω “ 0
Bt T0r ` Br `
r
r
ˆ
˙
d´1
Bt E ` Br `
Jr “ 0.
r

(6.9)
(6.10)
(6.11)

with a removable singularity at r “ 0 (see Remark 6.3 below).
(vii) The functions g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBt , v are even in r, while gBr ,Bt , g1,iBr are odd
in r (see Table 3). Furthermore, gBr ,Br ´ gBω ,Bω vanishes on the time axis r “ 0.
Remark 6.3. At first glance, the quantities Trr , Tω,ω , as well as the equations (6.8),
(6.9), (6.10), (6.11) appear to have singularities on the time axis r “ 0, due to the
factors of 1r . However, these factors are removable due to the symmetry hypotheses
in (vii). Indeed, for each fixed time t, one can Taylor expand
` the even ˘function g1,1
as g1,1 “ a ` br 2 ` . . . , and then one sees that the quantity Br2 ` d´1
Br g1,1 extends
r
smoothly across r “ 0 (which is unsurprising given that this operator is nothing more
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than the Laplacian on spherically symmetric functions). Thus Trr and Tωω extend
smoothly to r “ 0. Also, the difference Trr ´ Tωω vanishes at r “ 0, so the singularity
for (6.10) is also removable. Finally, the functions T0r , Jr are odd in r and so the
singularity in (6.9), (6.11) is also removable.
Remark 6.4. It is not difficult to use Table 3 to perform a “dimensional analysis” to
verify that the requiements in Theorem 6.2(vi) are consistent with the scaling and parity
requirements in Theorem 6.2(ii), (vii). One can use the continuous self-similarity (ii)
to eliminate the time variable, so that Theorem 6.2 becomes an ODE assertion about
the existence of some scalar functions on R. However, it will be convenient (and more
physically natural) to continue to work with both the time variable t and the spatial
variable r, rather than with just one of these variables. It is also worth noting that
the components gBr ,Bt and g1,iBt have only a small role to play in the above theorem,
basically appearing only in the constraints (6.11) and (6.8) respectively; crucially, they
do not appear at all in the positive definite constraints in (i), thanks to the previously
observed absence of the fields gBt ,Bt or giBt ,iBt . As such, we will be able to eliminate these
fields from the problem in the next section.
Let us now see how Theorem 6.2 implies Theorem 5.4. Let the fields
g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , gBr ,Bt , g1,iBr , g1,iBt , v
be as in Theorem 6.2. Let A ą 0 be a large quantity to be chosen later. We then define
the functions GD1 ,D2 for D1 , D2 P D : Hd Ñ R and V : Hd Ñ R by the formulae in
Table 4.
Table 4. Components of G and V , and their values at a given point
pt, xq of Hd ; thus for instance G1,1 pt, xq and Gi,i pt, xq are both set equal
to g1,1 pt, |x|q. Here j, k “ 1, . . . , d are arbitrary.
Fields
G1,1 , Gi,i
G1,i , Gi,1
G1,Bxj , GBxj ,1 , Gi,iBxj , GiBxj ,i
G1,iBxj , GiBxj ,1 , ´Gi,Bxj , ´GBxj ,i
G1,Bt , GBt ,1 , Gi,iBt , GiBt ,i
G1,iBt , GiBt ,1 , ´Gi,Bt , ´GBt ,i

GBxj ,Bxk , GiBxj ,iBxk
GBxj ,iBxk , GiBxk ,Bxj
GBxj ,Bt , GBt ,Bxj , GiBxj ,iBt , GiBt ,iBxj
GBxj ,iBt , GiBt ,Bxj , ´GiBxj ,Bt , ´GBt ,iBxj
GBt ,Bt , GiBt ,iBt
GBt ,iBt , GiBt ,Bt
V

Value at pt, xq
g1,1 pt, |x|q
0
1
B G pt, xq
2 xj 1,1
xj
pt, |x|q
g
r 1,iBr
1
B G pt, xq
2 t 1,1
g1,iBt pt, |x|q

xj xk
pt, |x|q
g
|x|2 Br ,Br

0

´
` δjk ´

xj
pt, |x|q
g
|x|´ Br ,Bt
1
Bxj G1,iBt pt, xq
2
4
´ p´1
´4

Aρpt, xq
0
vpt, |x|q

xj xk
|x|2

¯

gBω ,Bω pt, |x|q

´ Bt G1,iBxj pt, xq

¯

It is a classical result of Whitney [25] that a smooth function gpt, rq that is even in
r can be thought of as a smooth function of pt, r 2 q (where the latter is viewed on the
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half-line r0, `8q), while an odd function of t, r that is odd in r can be thought of as
r times a smooth function of pt, r 2 q; see e.g. [20, Corollary 2.2]. In particular, we
see that g1,1 pt, |x|q, g1,iBt pt, |x|q, vpt, |x|q, gBr ,Br pt, |x|q ´ gBω ,Bω pt, |x|q are smooth functions
of t, x, while gBr ,Bt pt, |x|q, g1,iBr pt, |x|q are |x| times a smooth function of t, x. Finally,
gBr ,Br pt, |x|q ´ gBω ,Bω pt, |x|q is |x|2 times a smooth function of t, x, due to the hypothesis
that gBr ,Br ´ gBω ,Bω vanishes on the time axis. From this and Table 4, we can check that
all of the functions GD1 ,D2 , V have removable singularities on the time axis and thus
define smooth functions on Hd .
From tedious direct calculation using Table 4, we can verify the symmetry GD2 ,D1 “
GD1 ,D2 and the properties claimed in Theorem 5.4(ii), (iii). Since
G1,iBxj
G1,1

pt, xq “

xj g1,iBr
pt, |x|q
|x| g1,1

(away from the time axis at least) we have
ˆ
˙
G1,iBxj
δjk xj xk xj xk
g1,iBr
Bxk
pt, xq “
´
`
Br
pt, |x|q;
3
2
G1,1
|x|
|x|
|x|
g1,1
as the right-hand side is symmetric in j and k, we have the curl-free property in Theorem
5.4(iv) (after removing the singularity at the time axis). The positivity property in
Theorem 5.4(v) is clear. For in Theorem 5.4(vi), we observe from the constructions of
the various fields that
T00 pt, xq “ T00 pt, |x|q
xj
T0j pt, xq “ Tj0 pt, xq “
T0r pt, |x|q
|x|
ˆ
˙
xj xk
xj xk
Trr pt, |x|q ` δjk ´
Tωω pt, |x|q
Tjk pt, xq “
|x|2
|x|2
Ept, xq “ Ept, |x|q
xj
Jr pt, |x|q
Jj pt, xq “
|x|
and then it is a routine matter to derive (5.14), (5.15), (5.16), (5.17) from (6.8), (6.9),
(6.10), (6.11), again working away from the time axis and then using smoothness to
remove the singularity.
The only remaining task is to check in Theorem 5.4(i); that is to say, we need to
verify that for pt, xq P Hd , the matrix pGD1 ,D2 pt, xqqD1 ,D2 PD is strictly positive definite.
In view of (5.6), it suffices to do so in a fundamental domain for Hd {T Z , such as
tpt, xq : 1 ď ρ ă 2u. By continiuty, we can also avoid the time axis x “ 0 as long as
our positive definiteness is uniform in t, x. Henceforth we fix pt, xq in this region and
suppress dependence on t, x. If we let ~a :“ paD qDPD be a tuple of real numbers, not all
zero, our task is to show that
ÿ
aD1 aD2 GD1 ,D2 ą ε|~a|2
D1 ,D2 PD
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for some ε ą 0 uniform in t, x. The left-hand side can be expanded out as

pa21 ` a2i qG1,1 ` 2pa1 aBxj ` ai aiBxj qG1,Bxj ` 2pa1 aiBxj ´ ai aBxj qG1,iBxj
` 2pa1 aBt ` ai aiBt qG1,Bt ` 2pa1 aiBt ´ ai aBt qG1,iBt
` 2paBxj aBxk ` aiBxj aiBxk qGBxj ,Bxk

` 2paBxj aBt ` 2aiBxj aiBt qGBxj ,Bt ` paBxj aiBt ´ aiBxj aBt qGBxj ,iBt

` pa2Bt ` a2iBt qGBt ,Bt

where we use the usual summation conventions. If we define
~b “ pa1 , ai , aBx , . . . , aBx , aiBx , . . . , aiBx q
1
1
d
d

to be the spatial components of ~a, then all the cross-terms in the above expression
involving one copy of aBt or aiBt and one term from ~b can be controlled via CauchySchwarz as
Op|~b|pa2Bt ` a2iBt q1{2 q
where the implied constants can depend on G but are uniform in t, x in the fundamental
domain. On the other hand, from construction of GBt ,Bt , the term pa2Bt ` a2iBt qGBt ,Bt
is bounded from below by cApa2Bt ` a2iBt q for some absolute constant c ą 0. By the
arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality, it will thus suffice (for A large enough) to
obtain the bound
pa21 ` a2i qG1,1 ` 2pa1 aBxj ` ai aiBxj qG1,Bxj ` 2pa1 aiBxj ´ ai aBxj qG1,iBxj
` paBxj aBxk ` aiBxj aiBxk qGBxj ,Bxk

(6.12)

ě 2ε|~b|2

for some ε ą 0 independent of A.
If we set aBr , aiBr P R and aBω , aiBω P Rd to be the quantities
xj
aBr :“
aB
|x| xj
xj
aiBr :“
aiB
|x| xj
˙d
ˆ
xj
aBω :“ aBxj ´
aB
|x| r j“1
ˆ
˙d
xj
aiBω :“ aiBxj ´
aiB
|x| r j“1
then the left-hand side of (6.12) can be written as
pa21 ` a2i qg1,1 ` 2pa1 aBr ` ai aiBr qg1,Br ` 2pa1 aiBr ´ ai aBr qg1,iBr
` pa2Br ` a2iBr qgBr ,Br ` p|aBω |2 ` |aiBω |2 qgBω ,Bω

where we suppress the dependence on t and |x| in the g terms. The claim now follows
from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the Legendre identity
pa1 aBr ` ai aiBr q2 ` pa1 aiBr ´ ai aBr q2 “ pa21 ` a2i qpa2Br ` a2iBr q

and the hypotheses (6.2), (6.3).
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It remains to prove Theorem 6.2. This will be the objective of the remaining sections
of the paper.

7. Eliminating the energy conservation law and the potential energy
identity
To motivate the next reduction, assume for the moment that the fields
g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , gBr ,Bt , g1,iBr , g1,iBt , v
obey the hypotheses and conclusions of Theorem 6.2, and let T00 , T0r , Trr , Tωω , E, Jr
be as in that theorem. The pointwise conservation laws (6.9), (6.10), (6.11) can then
be written in a familiar integral form. For instance, multiplying the pointwise mass
conservation law (6.9) by r d´1 and then integrating on a fixed interval r0, Rs, one obtains
the integral mass conservation identity
żR
Bt
T00 pt, rq r d´1 dr “ ´Rd´1 T0r pt, Rq
0

and similarly the pointwise energy conservation law (6.11) gives the integral energy
conservation identity
żR
Bt
Ept, rq r d´1 dr “ ´Rd´1 Jr pt, Rq.
(7.1)
0

Applying the same manipulations to (6.10) gives a more complicated identity
żR
żR
d´1
d´1
Bt
T0r pt, rq r dr “ ´R Trr pt, Rq ` pd ´ 1q
Tωω pt, rq r d´2 dr;
0

0

if one sets d “ 3 for sake of discussion, applies (6.4), (6.5), and integrates by parts, one
obtains the local Morawetz identity
żR
Bt
T0r pt, rq r 2 dr “ ´R2 Trr pt, Rq ´ 2RBr g1,1 pt, Rq ´ 2g1,1pt, Rq
0
żR
` 2g1,1 pt, 0q `
p8gBω,Bω pt, rq ` 4pp ´ 1qV pt, rqqr dr.
0

These sorts of identities are often used in subcritical situations to help establish global
regularity of solutions to NLS. For instance, suppose we are in the energy-subcritical
4
situation where d ă 3, or d ě 3 and p ă 1 ` d´2
, rather than in the energy supercritical situation (2.1) that is the focus of this paper. We apply (7.1) with R “ 1
ş1
(say) to conclude that 0 Ept, rq r d´1 dr stays bounded as t Ñ 0` . But from the scaling
4
hypothesis (ii) and (6.6), the energy density E scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 , and hence (on setting
λ “ t´1{2 and integrating r from 0 to 1)
ż1
ż t´1{2
d´2
2
´
d´1
Ept, rq r d´1 dr.
Ep1, rq r dr “ t p´1 2
0

0
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şt´1{2
2
In the energy-subcritical case, the exponent p´1
´ d´2
is positive, and hence 0 Ep1, rq r d´1 dr
2
goes to zero as t Ñ 0` . In the defocusing setting v ą 0, the energy density E is strictly
positive, giving a contradiction.
Now we return to the energy-supercritical situation of Theorem 6.2. In this case, the
local energy conservation law (7.1) does not lead to a contradiction, but still manages
to impose a one-dimensional linear constraint on the energy density E. (Note that the
energy current Jr is almost arbitrary, since there are almost no constraints on the field
gBr ,Bt in Theorem 6.2 other than through the energy conservation law.) Namely, from
(7.1), the smoothness of Jr on H1 , Taylor expansion, and the fundamental theorem of
calculus we have the asymptotic
ż1
Ept, rq r d´1 dr “ Pk ptq ` Optk`1q
0

as t Ñ 0, where k ě 0 is an integer to be chosen later, Pk is a polynomial of degree at
most k, and the implied constant in the Opq notation is allowed to depend on k and on
4
the data in Theorem 6.2. As E scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 , we can then conclude the asymptotic
żR
4
(7.2)
Ep1, rq r d´1 dr “ Rd´2´ p´1 pPk p1{R2 q ` OpR´2k´2qq
0

4

as R Ñ 8. Again using the fact that E scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 , we also have the asymptotic
4

Ep1, rqr d´1 “ r d´3´ p´1 pQk p1{r 2 q ` Opr ´2k´2qq

(7.3)

as r Ñ 8, for some polynomial Qk of degree at most k.
Now take k to be the largest integer such that
d´2´

4
´ 2k ě 0;
p´1

(7.4)

note from the energy-supercriticality hypothesis (2.1) that k is non-negative. If strict
4
inequality holds in (7.4), then the error term Rd´2´ p´1 OpR´2k´2 q in (7.2) goes to zero at
4
infinity, while the error term r d´3´ p´1 Opr ´2k´2q in (7.3) is absolutely integrable in r (for
4
r near zero this follows from the local integrability of r d´3´ p´1 Qk p1{r 2 q and the triangle
4
inequality). Integrating (7.3) and comparing with (7.2), we see that Rd´2´ p´1 Pk p1{R2 q
4
must be a primitive of r d´3´ p´1 Qk p1{r 2 q, and one has vanishing renormalised total
energy in the sense that
żR´
¯
4
d´3´ p´1
d´1
2
Ep1, rqr
´r
lim
Qk p1{r q dr “ 0
(7.5)
RÑ8 0

4

since otherwise there would have to be a constant term in Rd´2´ p´1 Pk p1{R2 q, which is
not possible when strict inequality occurs in (7.4). If instead equality holds in (7.4),
then the same analysis yields instead that the degree k coefficient of Qk must vanish
(that is to say, Qk in fact has degree at most k ´ 1), since otherwise there would have
to be a log R term present in (7.2), which is not the case.
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As it turns out, though, in the energy-supercritical case the linear constraint that we
have just obtained is “dense” rather than “closed”, in the sense that data that does not
obey this constraint can be perturbed (in a natural topology) to obey the constraint.
(In other words, the linear functional that defines the constraint is unbounded with
respect to a certain natural norm.) Informally speaking, this will be because for selfsimilar solutions to an energy-supercritical problem there will be an infinite amount of
energy near spatial infinity that is available to “spend” to perform such a perturbation.
As such, the constraint can be eliminated entirely; we can also easily eliminate the
potential identity (6.8) due to the fact that the field g1,iBt appearing in that identity is
almost completely unconstrained outside of that identity. More precisely, we can deduce
Theorem 6.2 from
Theorem 7.1 (Fifth reduction). There exist smooth fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr , v :
H1 Ñ R obeying the following properties:
(i) One has the positive definite inequalities (6.2), (6.3) pointwise on H1 .
4
(ii) For each pD1 , D2 q “ p1, 1q, pBr , Br q, pBω , Bω q, p1, iBr q, gD1 ,D2 scales like ρ´ p´1 ´ordpD1 q´ordpD2 q .
4
Similarly, we require that v scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 .
(v) One has the defocusing property v ą 0 pointwise on H1 .
(vi) If one defines the mass density
T00 :“ g1,1
the radial momentum density
T0r :“ ´2g1,iBr
the radial stress
Trr :“ 4gBr ,Br ` 2pp ´ 1qv ´

ˆ

Br2

˙
d´1
`
Br g1,1
r

and the angular stress
Tωω :“ 4gBω ,Bω

ˆ
˙
d´1
2
` 2pp ´ 1qv ´ Br `
Br g1,1
r

then one has the conservation laws (6.9), (6.10) with removable singularity at
r “ 0.
(vii) The functions g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , v are even in r, while g1,iBr is odd in r. Furthermore, gBr ,Br ´ gBω ,Bω vanishes on the time axis r “ 0.
Let us now see how Theorem 7.1 implies Theorem 6.2. By Theorem 7.1, we may
find fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr , v obeying the conclusions of that theorem. Define the
energy density E : Hd Ñ R by the formula (6.6). Clearly E is smooth and scales like
4
ρ´ p´1 ´2 . As in the previous discussion, we let k be the largest integer obeying (7.4), so
that k ě 0; then Ep1, rq has an asymptotic expansion of the form (7.3) as r Ñ 8 for
some polynomial Qk of degree at most k. Let us call the energy density E good if the
following condition is satisfied:
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‚ If strict inequality holds in (7.4), we call E good if we have the asymptotic vanishing property (7.5). (Note that the limit in (7.5) exists because the integrand
will be absolutely integrable, thanks to (7.3).)
‚ If instead equality holds in (7.4), we call E good if the degree k component of
Qk vanishes, or equivalently that Qk has degree at most k ´ 1.
Let us suppose first that E is good, and conclude the proof of Theorem 6.2. Using the
data provided by Theorem 7.1, and comparing the conclusions of that theorem with that
of Theorem 6.2, we see that it will suffice to produce smooth fields gBr ,Bt , g1,iBt : H1 Ñ R
4
4
scaling like ρ´ p´1 ´3 and ρ´ p´1 ´2 respectively obeying the potential identity (6.8) and
the energy conservation law (6.11), where Jr is defined by (6.7); also, we require gBr ,Bt
to be odd in r, and g1,iBt to be even in r.
It is clear from (6.8) how one should construct g1,iBt , namely one should set
ˆ
˙
d´1
1
2
B `
Br g1,1 ` gBr ,Br ` pd ´ 1qgBω ,Bω .
g1,iBt :“ pp ` 1qv ´
2 r
r
Clearly g1,iBt is smooth on H1 and even in r, thanks to (vii). It is clear from the scaling
4
laws for v, g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω that the field g1,iBt scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 as required, and the
identity (6.8) is clear from construction.
In a similar fashion, after using (6.7) to rewrite (6.11) as
Bt pr d´1 Eq “ Br pr d´1 gBr ,Bt q
it is clear from the fundamental theorem of calculus that we should define gBr ,Bt by the
formula
żR
1
Bt Ept, rq r d´1 dr
(7.6)
gBr ,Bt pt, Rq :“ d´1
R
0
şR
ş0
in the interior p0, `8q ˆ R of H1 , where we adopt the convention 0 “ ´ R when R is
şR
negative. Note that the expression pt, Rq ÞÑ 0 Bt Ept, rq r d´1 dr is smooth and vanishes to
order at least d on the time axis R “ 0 when t ą 0, so the above definition of gBr ,Bt pt, Rq
extends smoothly to the entire interior of H1 (including the time axis). Since E is even
4
4
in r and scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 , gBr ,Bt is odd in r and scales like ρ´ p´1 ´3 in the interior
of H1 . After defining Jr by (6.7), we see from the fundamental theorem of calculus
that (6.11) is obeyed in the interior of H1 . To complete the list of requirements stated
in Theorem 6.2, it will suffice to show that gBr ,Bt extends smoothly to the boundary
4
component tp0, rq : r ‰ 0u of H1 . As gBr ,Bt is odd in r and scales like ρ´ p´1 ´3 , it suffices
to show that t ÞÑ gBr ,Bt pt, 1q can be smoothly extended to t “ 0. From (7.6) we have
ż1
gBr ,Bt pt, 1q “ Bt
Ept, rq r d´1 dr
0

so it will suffice to show that the function f : t ÞÑ
smoothly extended to t “ 0.

ş1
0

Ept, rq r d´1 dr for t ą 0 can be
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From (6.1) one has
2
´ p´1
´1

Ept, rq “ t
so from a change of variables we have
f ptq “ t

d´2
2
´ p´1
2

ż t´1{2

ˆ
˙
r
E 1, ?
t

(7.7)

Ep1, rq r d´1 dr.

0

Recalling the polynomial Qk introduced previously, we thus have f ptq “ U1 ptq ` U2 ptq,
where
ż t´1{2
d´2
4
2
´ p´1
2
U1 ptq :“ t
r d´3´ p´1 Qk p1{r 2 q dr
0

and

U2 ptq :“ t

d´2
2
´ p´1
2

ż t´1{2
0

4

pr d´1 Ep1, rq ´ r d´3´ p´1 Qk p1{r 2 qq dr.

As Qk has degree at most k, and at most k ´ 1 when equality occurs in (7.4), the
4
4
expression r d´3´ p´1 Qk p1{r 2 q is a linear combination of monomials r d´3´ p´1 ´2j where
0 ď j ď k, or 0 ď j ď k ´ 1 when equality occurs in (7.4). In particular, from (7.4) we
see that the exponent in these monomials is strictly greater than ´1, so the integral is
absolutely convergent. Performing the integral, we see that U1 ptq is a polynomial in t
and thus clearly smoothly extendible to t “ 0. It thus remains to show that U2 is also
smoothly extendible to t “ 0.
First suppose that strict inequality occurs in (7.4). From (7.3) we know that the in4
tegrand r d´1 Ep1, rq ´ r d´3´ p´1 Qk p1{r 2 q is absolutely integrable near r “ 8; from the
smoothness of E and the absolute integrability of the U1 integrand we also have absolute
integrability near r “ 0. From (7.5) we thus have
ż8 ´
¯
d´2
4
2
d´3´ p´1
´ p´1
d´1
2
2
U2 ptq “ ´t
r Ep1, rq ´ r
Qk p1{r q dr.
(7.8)
t´1{2

Making the change of variables r “ ?1st and noting from (7.7) that
ˆ
˙
2
1
E 1, ?
“ Epst, 1qpstq p´1 `1 ,
st
this becomes
ż
d
2
1 1 Epst, 1q ´ Qk pstq p´1
U2 ptq “ ´
s ´ 2 `k ds.
k`1
2 0
s
The function ps, tq ÞÑ Epst, 1q ´ Qk pstq is smooth and vanishes to order k ` 1 at s “ 0
k pstq
thanks to (7.3) and rescaling, so the factor Epst,1q´Q
is smooth in t P r0, 1s, unisk`1
2

d

formly in s P r0, 1s. By definition of k, the weight s p´1 ´ 2 `k is absolutely integrable on
r0, 1s. From repeated differentiation under the integral sign we conclude that U2 extends
smoothly to r0, 1s as desired.
Now suppose that equality occurs in (7.4). Now we do not necessarily have the vanishing
property (7.5), so we need to adjust (7.8) to
ż8
d´2
d´2
2
2
4
´
´
U2 ptq “ At 2 p´1 ´ t 2 p´1
pr d´1 Ep1, rq ´ r d´3´ p´1 Qk p1{r 2 qq dr
t´1{2
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d´2

2
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d´2
2

2
´ p´1
is an

integer, so the monomial At 2 ´ p´1 clearly extends smoothly to t “ 0. Repeating the
previous arguments we then obtain the smooth extension of U2 to t “ 0 as required.
We have completed the derivation of Theorem 6.2 from Theorem 7.1 under the hypothesis that E is good. It remains to handle the situation in which the energy density E produced by Theorem 7.1 is not good. In this case, we will perturb the data
g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr , v provided by Theorem 7.1 to make the energy density E good,
without losing any of the properties listed in Theorem 7.1.
More precisely, we will consider perturbations of the form
g̃1,1 :“ g1,1
g̃Br ,Br :“ gBr ,Br ´ pp ´ 1qZ
g̃Bω ,Bω :“ gBω ,Bω ´ pp ´ 1qZ
g̃1,iBr :“ g1,iBr
ṽ :“ v ` 2Z
where Z : H1 Ñ R is a smooth function, even in r and vanishing on the time axis
4
r “ 0, and scaling like ρ´ p´1 ´2 to be chosen later. It is clear that this perturbed
data g̃1,1 , g̃Br ,Br , g̃Bω ,Bω , g̃1,iBr , ṽ continues to obey the scaling properties (ii) and symmetry properties (vii) of Theorem 7.1; the conservation laws (vi) are also maintained since
the densities T00 , T0r , Trr , Tωω are completely unchanged by this perturbation. The positive definite inequalities (i) and the defocusing property (v) might not be preserved
in general, but will be maintained if the perturbation Z is sufficiently small in a suitable (scale-invariant) sense which we will make precise later. Finally, from (6.6) we see
that the perturbed energy density Ẽ is related to the original energy density E by the
formula
˙
ˆ
dpp ´ 1q
Z.
(7.9)
Ẽ “ E ` 2 ´
2
4
In the energy-critical situation p ą 1` d´2
, we avoid the mass-critical exponent p “ 1` d4
appearing in (7.9) is non-zero (in fact it is positive).
and so the expression 2 ´ dpp´1q
2
This gives us substantial flexibility to modify the energy density E, and in particular
to perturb it to be good.

We turn to the details. First suppose that strict inequality occurs in (7.4). We let B
denote the quantity
ż8
4
B :“
pr d´1 Ep1, rq ´ r d´3´ p´1 Qk p1{r 2 qq dr,
(7.10)
0

which is well-defined since the integrand is absolutely integrable. We introduce a smooth
nonnegative even function ψ : R Ñ R, supported in r´2, ´1s Y r1, 2s, and normalised
so that
ż8
ψprq r d´1 dr “ 1.
0
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We let R ą 1 be a large quantity to be chosen later, and use the perturbation
´ r ¯
2
B
´1
´d ´ p´1
Zpt, rq :“ ´
R
t
ψ
Rt1{2
2 ´ dpp´1q
2

for t ą 0, with Zpt, rq vanishing at t “ 0. By construction, Z : H1 Ñ R is smooth, even,
4
and scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 , with the function r ÞÑ Zp1, rq supported on r´2R, ´RsYrR, 2Rs
and obeying the normalisation
ż8
B
.
Zpt, rq r d´1 “
2 ´ dpp´1q
0
2
Comparing this with (7.9) and (7.10) we see that
ż8´
¯
4
r d´1 Ẽp1, rq ´ r d´3´ p´1 Qk p1{r 2 q dr “ 0
0

so that Ẽ is good (note that Ẽ obeys the same asymptotics (7.3) as E with the same
polynomial Qk ). It remains to choose the parameter R so that the perturbed fields
g̃1,1 , g̃Br ,Br , g̃Bω ,Bω , g̃1,iBr , ṽ continue to obey the properties (i), (v).
We begin with (v) for ṽ. By hypothesis, the original field v is continuous, scales like
4
ρ´ p´1 ´2 , and everywhere positive, which (by the compactness of H1 {T Z ) implies a pointwise bound
4
vpt, rq ą ερ´ p´1 ´2
on H1 for some ε ą 0. In order for Ṽ to also obey (v), it thus suffices to obtain the
pointwise bound
´ r ¯
4
2
B
´1
´d ´ p´1
ď ερ´ p´1 ´2 .
ψ
R
t
dpp´1q
1{2
Rt
2´ 2
4

4

On the support of ψp Rtr1{2 q, t is comparable to pR´1 ρq2 , so the left-hand side is OpAR p´1 ´d`2 ρ´ p´1 ´2 q.
4
´ d ` 2 is negative,
As we are in the energy-supercritical situation, the exponent p´1
and so we obtain the required bound if R is large enough.
Similarly, from (i), scaling and compactness we obtain the pointwise bounds
4

and

gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω ą ε1 ρ´ p´1 ´2

˘2
2
B
g
` g1,iB
4
r
1,1
r
gBr ,Br ´ 2
ą ε1 ρ´ p´1 ´2
g1,1
1
on H1 for some ε ą 0, and by arguing as before we see that these properties will be
preserved by the perturbation if R is large enough. The claim follows.
`1

Now suppose instead that (7.4) holds with equality; from energy-supercriticality this
implies that k is positive. We write
Qk psq “ Qk´1 psq ` Csk

(7.11)

for all s P R and some real number C, where Qk´1 is a polynomial of degree at most
k ´ 1. We let η : R Ñ R be a smooth nonnegative even function, vanishing near the
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origin and equal to 1 near ˘8, let R ě 1 be a large parameter to be chosen later, and
set
´ r ¯
C
´d k
Zpt, rq :“ ´
(7.12)
|r|
t
η
Rt1{2
2 ´ dpp´1q
2
on H1 , with the convention that ηp Rtr1{2 q “ 1 when t “ 0. It is clear that Z : H1 Ñ R is
smooth, even in r, and vanishing near the time axis, and as (7.4) holds with equality we
4
have Z scaling like ρ´ p´1 ´2 as required. From (7.9), (7.3), (7.11), and (7.12) we have
4

Ẽp1, rq “ r ´2´ p´1 pQk´1 p1{r 2 q ` Opr ´2k´2qq

as r Ñ 8, where the implied constant in the Opq notation can depend on R. In
particular, Ẽ is good. It remains to show that the properties in (i), (v) are maintained
by the perturbation. By repeating the previous arguments, it suffices to ensure that
one has the pointwise bound
4
r
C
|r|´d tk ηp 1{2 q ď ερ´ p´1 ´2
dpp´1q
Rt
2´
2

where ε ą 0 is a quantity not depending on R. But on the support of ηp Rtr1{2 q, |r| is com4

parable to ρ and t is Opr 2{R2 q, so the right-hand side is OpCR´2k ρ´ p´1 ´2 q (since (7.4)
holds with equality), and the claim follows by taking R large enough. This completes
the derivation of Theorem 6.2 from Theorem 7.1.
It remains to prove Theorem 7.1. This will be the objective of the remaining sections
of the paper.
8. Eliminating the potential
We now make an easy reduction by eliminating the role of the potential energy density
v.
Let d ě 1 and p ą 1, and suppose we have fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr , v obeying the properties claimed in Theorem 7.1. If we then define the modified fields
g̃1,1 , g̃Br ,Br , g̃Bω ,Bω , g̃1,iBr , ṽ by
g̃1,1 :“ g1,1
p´1
v
2
p´1
v
`
2

g̃Br ,Br :“ gBr ,Br `
g̃Bω ,Bω :“ gBω ,Bω
g̃1,iBr :“ g1,iBr
ṽ :“ 0

then one easily verifies that these new fields also obey the claims of Theorem 7.1, except
with the defocusing property v ą 0 replaced by v “ 0 (note that the new fields have
exactly the same stresses Trr , Tωω as the original fields). In the converse direction, it
turns out that we can replace the defocusing property v ą 0 in Theorem 7.1(v) by
v “ 0. More precisely, we can deduce Theorem 7.1 from
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Theorem 8.1 (Sixth reduction). Then there exist smooth fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr :
H1 Ñ R obeying the following properties:
(i) One has the positive definite inequalities
g1,1 , gBω ,Bω ą 0
`1

(8.1)

Bg
2 r 1,1

gBr ,Br ą

˘2

g1,1

2
` g1,iB
r

(8.2)

pointwise on H1 .
4
4
4
4
(ii) The fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr scale like ρ´ p´1 , ρ´ p´1 ´2 , ρ´ p´1 ´2 , and ρ´ p´1 ´1
respectively.
(vi) One has the mass conservation law
˙
ˆ
d´1
(8.3)
g1,iBr
Bt g1,1 “ 2 Br `
r
and momentum conservation law
ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙
d´1
d´1
d´1
2
4 Br `
gBr ,Br “ 4
gBω ,Bω ` Br Br `
Br g1,1 ` 2Bt g1,iBr
r
r
r

(8.4)

with removable singularity at r “ 0.
(vii) The functions g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω are even in r, while g1,iBr is odd in r. Furthermore, gBr ,Br ´ gBω ,Bω vanishes on the time axis r “ 0.
Let us now see how Theorem 8.1 implies Theorem 7.1. Suppose that g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr , v
obeys the properties claimed by Theorem 8.1. Let ε ą 0 be a small quantity to be chosen
later, and introduce the modified fields
g̃1,1 :“ g1,1
4
p ´ 1 ´ p´1
´2
ερ
2
4
p ´ 1 ´ p´1
´2
´
ερ
2

g̃Br ,Br :“ gBr ,Br ´
g̃Bω ,Bω :“ gBω ,Bω
g̃1,iBr :“ g1,iBr
4

ṽ :“ ερ´ p´1 ´2 .
The properties (ii), (v), (vii) of Theorem 7.1 are easily verified to be obeyed by these new
fields. Using (8.3), (8.4) and the definitions of T00 , T0r , Trr , Trω in Theorem 7.1(vi), we see
that the conservation laws (6.9), (6.10) are obeyed by the original fields g1,1 , gBr ,Br , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr
(with v “ 0), and hence by the new fields g̃1,1 , g̃Br ,Br , g̃Bω ,Bω , g̃1,iBr , ṽ since the stress-energy
densities T00 , T0r , Trr , Tωω for these new fields are identical to those for the original fields.
By using compactness as in the previous section, we also see that the positive definite
inequalities (i) will also be obeyed if ε is small enough, and the claim follows.
It remains to prove Theorem 8.1. This will be the objective of the remaining sections
of the paper.
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Remark 8.2. The reduction to the case v “ 0 does not mean that the finite time blowup
in Theorem 1.1 is arising from a vanishing potential F “ 0, and indeed such a vanishing
is not possible since the linear Schrödinger equation will not create singularities in finite
time from smooth, compactly supported data. Instead, the v “ 0 case roughly speaking
corresponds to the case where F pxq is very close to zero when x lies in the range of the
solution map u : Hd Ñ Cm , but is allowed to be much larger than zero elsewhere; in
particular, ∇F pxq does not need to vanish or be small on the range of u.
9. Eliminating the radial stress
Having eliminated the potential energy density v from the problem, we now turn our
attention to eliminating the radial stress gBr ,Br . To motivate this reduction, assume for
the moment that the hypotheses and conclusions of Theorem 8.1 hold. Multiplying the
momentum conservation law (8.4) by 14 r d´1 , we arrive at the identity
Br pr d´1 gBr ,Br q “ S2

(9.1)

S2 :“ pd ´ 1qr d´2 gBω ,Bω ` S1

(9.2)

where S2 : H1 Ñ R is the function

and S1 : H1 Ñ R is the function
˙
ˆ ˆ
˙
1 d´1
d´1
2
S1 :“ r
Br Br `
Br g1,1 ` 2Bt g1,iBr .
4
r

(9.3)

As r d´1 gBr ,Br vanishes on the time axis r “ 0, we can therefore solve for gBr ,Br pt, Rq for
pt, Rq in the interior of H1 by the formula
żR
1
S2 pt, rq dr,
gBr ,Br pt, Rq :“ d´1
R
0
noting that the right-hand side has a removable singularity at R “ 0 since the integral
vanishes to order at least d ´ 1 there; a Taylor expansion at R “ 0 then also reveals
that gBr ,Br ´ gBω ,Bω vanishes at R “ 0. However, it is not immediately clear that the
right-hand side will extend smoothly to the boundary tp0, Rq : R ‰ 0u of H1 , due to
the singularity of the integrand at the spacetime origin. As in Section 7, this requires
an additional “good” hypothesis on the asymptotic expansion of the right-hand side of
(9.1). More precisely, we can deduce Theorem 8.1 from
Theorem 9.1 (Seventh reduction). Then there exist smooth fields g1,1 , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr :
H1 Ñ R obeying the following properties:
(i)
(ii)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

One has the positive definite inequalities (8.1) pointwise on H1 .
4
4
4
The fields g1,1 , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr scale like ρ´ p´1 , ρ´ p´1 ´2 , and ρ´ p´1 ´1 respectively.
One has the conservation law (8.3) with removable singularity at r “ 0.
The functions g1,1 , gBω ,Bω are even in r, while g1,iBr is odd in r.
There is an ε ą 0 such that one has the pointwise inequality
˘2
`1
żR
2
B
g
` g1,iB
4
1
r
1,1
r
2
p1, Rq ` ερp1, Rq´ p´1 ´2
S
p1,
rq
dr
ě
2
d´1
R
g1,1
0
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for all R ą 0, where S2 : H1 Ñ R is the function defined by (9.2).
(ix) Let k ě ´1 be the largest integer such that
4
d´3´
´ 2k ě 0.
p´1

(9.4)

4

As S2 is smooth and scales like ρ´ p´1 `d´4 , there is an asymptotic of the form
4

S2 p1, rq “ r d´4´ p´1 pRk p1{r 2 q ` Opr ´2k´2qq

(9.5)

as r Ñ 8 for some polynomial Rk of degree at most k (this forces R to vanish
in case k “ ´1, where we adopt the convention that 0 has degree ´8). If strict
inequality holds in (9.4), we require that
ż8
4
(9.6)
pS2 p1, rq ´ r d´4´ p´1 Rk p1{r 2 qq dr “ 0
0

(note that the integrand is absolutely integrable by (9.4), (9.5), and the smoothness of S2 ). If instead equality holds in (9.4) (which can only occur if k ě 0),
we require that the degree k coefficient of Rk vanishes, so that Rk actually has
degree at most k ´ 1.
4
Let us now see how Theorem 9.1 implies Theorem 8.1. Let d ě 3 and p ą 1 ` d´2
, and
let g1,1 , gBω ,Bω , g1,iBr : H1 Ñ R be as in Theorem 9.1. The function S2 defined in (9.2)
4
scales like ρ´ p´1 `d´4 , vanishes to order at least d ´ 2 at r “ 0, and has the same parity
in r as r d´2 . We may then define
żR
1
S2 pt, rq dr
(9.7)
gBr ,Br pt, Rq :“ d´1
R
0
şR
for pt, Rq in the interior of H1 . The integral 0 S1 pt, rq dr vanishes to order at least
d ´ 1 at the time axis R “ 0, so there is a removable singularity on that axis; by
Taylor expansion we see that gBr ,Br ´ gBω ,Bω vanishes. It is also easy to see that gBr ,Br
4
is even in r and scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 , and from the fundamental theorem of calculus
we see that gBr ,Br obeys (9.1). If we could show that gBr ,Br extends smoothly to the
boundary tp0, Rq : R ‰ 0u of H1 , then from Theorem 9.1(viii) we obtain (8.2) at
4
p1, Rq for all R ą 0 (with a gap of at least ερ´ p´1 ´2 ); using scaling, symmetry and a
limiting argument we would obtain (8.2) throughout H1 , and we would obtain all the
requirements for Theorem 8.1.

Thus the only remaining difficulty is to ensure the smooth extension. We argue as in
Section 7. By scaling and symmetry it suffices to show that the function t ÞÑ gBr ,Br pt, 1q
extends smoothly to t “ 0. If strict inequality occurs in (9.4), then from (9.6), (9.7) we
can write
żR
ż8
4
4
1
1
d´4´ p´1
2
gBr ,Br p1, Rq “ d´1
r
pS2 p1, rq ´ r d´4´ p´1 Rk p1{r 2 qq dr
Rk p1{r q dr ´ d´1
R
R
0
R
and hence by rescaling
2

gBr ,Br pt, 1q “ t´ p´1 ´1 gBr ,Br p1, t´1{2 q
“ Y1 ptq ` Y2 ptq
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where the functions Y1 , Y2 : p0, `8q Ñ R are defined by the formulae
ż t´1{2
d´3
4
2
´
Y1 ptq :“ t 2 p´1
r d´4´ p´1 Rk p1{r 2 q dr
0

and

Y2 ptq :“ ´t

d´3
2
´ p´1
2

ż8

t´1{2

4

pS2 p1, rq ´ r d´4´ p´1 Rk p1{r 2 qq dr.

The function Y1 is a polynomial and thus smoothly extends to t “ 0. As for Y2 , we
make the change of variables r “ pstq´1{2 to write
ż
2
d´3
1 1 S2 pst, 1q ´ Rk pstq p´1
Y2 ptq “ ´
s ´ 2 `k ds.
k`1
2 0
s
S2 pst,1q´Rk pstq
sk`1
2
´ d´3
`k
p´1
2

As in Section 7,

is smooth in t P r0, 1s uniformly in s P r0, 1s, and the

weight s
is absolutely integrable, so we obtain a smooth extension to t “ 0 as
required. The case when equality occurs in (9.4) is treated by adding a monomial term
d´3
2
At 2 ´ p´1 to Y2 precisely as in Section 7.
It remains to prove Theorem 9.1. This will be the objective of the remaining sections
of the paper.
10. Eliminating the angular stress
Now we turn to eliminating the angular stress gBω ,Bω from the problem. It will be
4
ă 0, the stress-critical case
natural to divide into the stress-subcritical case d ´ 3 ´ p´1
4
4
d ´ 3 ´ p´1 “ 0, and the stress-supercritical case d ´ 3 ´ p´1 ą 0 (note that all three of
these cases can occur in the energy-supercritical regime (2.1)).
Assume that all the conclusions of Theorem 9.1 are satisfied. In the stress-subcritical
4
case d´3´ p´1
ă 0, the exponent k in Theorem 9.1(ix) is equal to ´1, thus Rk vanishes,
S2 is absolutely integrable, and the condition (9.6) becomes
ż8
S2 p1, rq dr “ 0.
0

From Theorem 9.1(viii) we thus have
˘2
`1
ż8
2
B
g
` g1,iB
4
1
r
1,1
r
2
S
p1,
rq
dr
ď
´
p1, Rq ´ ερp1, Rq´ p´1 ´2
2
d´1
R
g1,1
R

for any R ą 0. Applying (9.2), (8.1), we obtain the constraint
`1
˘2
ż8
2
Bg
` g1,iB
4
1
´ p´1
´2
r
2 r 1,1
S
p1,
rq
dr
ď
´
p1,
Rq
´
ερp1,
Rq
1
d´1
R
g1,1
R
on the fields g1,1 , g1,iBr for all R ą 0. By scale invariance, we then have
˘2
`1
ż8
2
B
g
` g1,iB
4
1
r
1,1
r
2
pt, Rq ´ ερpt, Rq´ p´1 ´2
S
pt,
rq
dr
ď
´
1
d´1
R
g1,1
R

(10.1)
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for all t, R ą 0.
Now suppose we are in the stress-critical case d ´ 3 ´
Theorem 9.1(ix) we have

4
p´1

“ 0. Then k “ 0, and from

lim rS2 p1, rq “ 0.

rÑ8
4

As S1 scales like ρ p´1 `d´4 “ ρ´1 , the limit limrÑ8 rS1 p1, rq exists; from (9.2), (8.1), we
conclude the constraint
lim rS1 p1, rq ď 0.

rÑ8

4
ą 0, there is no obvious way to extract
Finally, in the stress-supercritical case d´3´ p´1
a constraint on g1,1 , g1,iBr from the properties in Theorem 9.1 that involve gBω ,Bω .

As it turns out, the obstructions listed above to eliminating gBω ,Bω are essentially the
only ones. More precisely, Theorem 9.1 is a consequence of
Theorem 10.1 (Eighth reduction). Then there exist smooth fields g1,1 , g1,iBr : H1 Ñ R
obeying the following properties:
(i)
(ii)
(vi)
(vii)
(x)

One has the positive definite inequality g1,1 ą 0 pointwise on H1 .
4
4
g1,1 and g1,iBr scale like ρ´ p´1 and ρ´ p´1 ´1 respectively.
One has the conservation law (8.3) on H1 with removable singularity at r “ 0.
The function g1,1 is even in r, while g1,iBr is odd in r.
In the stress-subcritical case, we have the constraint (10.1) for all R, t ą 0 and
some ε ą 0, where S1 is defined by (9.3). In the stress-critical case, we have the
constraint
lim rS1 p1, rq ă 0.

rÑ8

In the stress-supercritical case, we impose no constraint here.
In the remainder of this section we show how Theorem 9.1 implies Theorem 8.1. Let
g1,1 , g1,iBr , be as in Theorem 9.1. It will suffice to locate a smooth field gBω ,Bω : H1 Ñ R,
4
scaling like ρ´ p´1 ´2 , even in r, and vanishing at r “ 0, which is strictly positive and
such that the function S2 : H1 Ñ R defined by (9.2) obeys the properties claimed in
Theorem 9.1(viii), (ix).
We begin with the stress-critical case d ´ 3 ´
Theorem 9.1(x) we can write

4
p´1

“ 0, which is the simplest. From

lim rS1 p1, rq “ ´c

rÑ8

(10.2)

for some c ą 0. Let ψ : R Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth even function, supported on r´2, 2s,
that equals one on r´1, 1s, and choose
gBω ,Bω pt, rq :“

1´d
c 1´d
ρ
` At 2 ψpr{t2 q
d´1
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for some large A ą 0 to be chosen later. Clearly gBω ,Bω is strictly positive, smooth, even
4
in r, and scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 “ ρ1´d . From (9.2), (10.2) we see that
lim rS1 p1, rq “ 0.

rÑ8

It remains to establish the property in Theorem 9.1(viii) with (say) ε “ 1. That is to
say, we need to show that
żR
1
A d´1
r d´2 ψprq dr ě f pRq
(10.3)
R
0
for all R ą 0, where
`1
˘2
żR
2
Bg
` g1,iB
4
1
´ p´1
´2
r
2 r 1,1
f pRq :“
p1, Rq ` ρp1, Rq
pS1 p1, rq ` cr d´2 ρ1´d q dr.
´ d´1
g1,1
R
0

The function S1 p1, rq ` cr d´2 ρ1´d scales like ρ´1 , and by (10.2) we have
lim rpS1 p1, rq ` cr d´2 ρ1´d q “ 0,

rÑ8

so we have an asymptotic of the form
S1 p1, rq ` cr d´2 ρ1´d “ Op1{r 3 q
şR
as r Ñ 8. In particular, the integral 0 pS1 p1, rq ` cr d´2 ρ1´d q dr is bounded in R. The
first two terms in the definition of f pRq come from evaluating smooth functions scaling
4
like ρ´ p´1 ´2 “ ρ1´d at p1, Rq. As such we conclude a bound of the form
f pRq “ Opp1 ` Rq1´d q

for all R ą 0, where the implied constant doesşnot depend on A. On the other hand,
R d´2
1
1
from the construction of ψ, the expression Rd´1
r ψprq dr is bounded below by d´1
0
1
when R ď 1 and by pd´1qR
d´1 for R ě 1, so we obtain the required bound (10.3) by
choosing A large enough.
4
“ 2k
A similar argument lets us treat the stress-supercritical case in which d ´ 3 ´ p´1
for some positive integer k, as follows. The function S1 is smooth and scales like
4
ρd´4´ p´1 “ ρ2k´1 , and thus we have an asymptotic of the form

S1 p1, rq “ r 2k´1pRk´1 p1{r 2 q ` ck {r 2k ` Opr ´2k´2qq

(10.4)

as r Ñ `8, for some real number ck and some polynomial Rk´1 of degree at most k ´ 1.
Let ψ : R Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth cutoff as before, let A ą 0 be a large parameter to be
chosen later, and set
˙
ˆ
1´d
ck
1´d k
1´d`2k
p1 ´ ψpr{t2 qq ` `At 2 `k ψpr{t2 q.
|r| t ` A|r|
gBω ,Bω pt, rq :“ ´
d´1
If A is large enough, it is easy to verify that gBω ,Bω is strictly positive, smooth, even in
4
r, and scales like ρ´ p´1 ´2 “ ρ1´d`2k . From (9.2), (10.4) we have the asymptotic
S1 p1, rq “ r 2k´1 pA ` Rk´1 p1{r 2 q ` Opr ´2k´2qq

as r Ñ `8.
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It remains to establish the property in Theorem 9.1(viii) with (say) ε “ 1. As before,
we rewrite this desired inequality as
żR
1
A d´1
pr d´2 ψprq ` r 2k´1 p1 ´ ψprqqq dr ě fk pRq
(10.5)
R
0
for all R ą 0, where
`1
˘2
˙
żRˆ
2
Bg
` g1,iB
4
1
1 ´ ψpr{t2 q
´2
´ p´1
r
2 r 1,1
´ d´1
fk pRq :“
dr.
p1, Rq`ρp1, Rq
S1 p1, rq ´ ck
g1,1
R
r
0

As before, the first two terms fk pRq come from evaluating a smooth function scaling
4
2q
is of size
like ρ´ p´1 ´2 “ ρ1´d`2k at p1, Rq, while the integrand S1 p1, rq ´ ck 1´ψpr{t
r
Opp1 ` rq2k´1 q. We conclude that
fk pRq “ Opp1 ` Rq1´d`2k q

(with implied constant independent of A), while from direct computation we have
żR
1
pr d´2 ψprq ` r 2k´1 p1 ´ ψprqqq dr ě cp1 ` Rq1´d`2k
Rd´1 0
for all R ą 0 and some quantity c ą 0 depending on d, k, ψ. The claim then follows by
taking A large enough.
It remains to prove Theorem 10.1. This will be the objective of the final section of the
paper.
11. Conclusion of the argument
The mass conservation law (8.3) can be rewritten as
Bt pr d´1 g1,1 q “ 2Br pr d´1 g1,iBr q.

It is thus clear that this law will be satisfied for r ‰ 0 (with removable singularity at
r “ 0) if one uses the ansatz
g1,1 “ 2r 1´d Br pr d W q “ 2rBr W ` 2dW

g1,iBr “ r 1´d Bt pr d W q “ rBt W

(11.1)

(11.2)

for some smooth function W : H1 Ñ R. In order to obey the conditions (i), (ii), (vii) of
Theorem 10.1, we should impose the following conditions on W :
(i) One has Br pr d W pt, rqq ą 0 for all r ą 0 and t ě 0. Furthermore, W p1, 0q ą 0.
4
(ii) W scales like ρ´ p´1 .
(vii) W is even in r.
It is clear that if W is smooth and obeys the above properties (i), (ii), (vii), and
g1,1 , g1,iBr are then defined by (11.1), (11.2), then the properties (i), (ii), (vi), (vii) of
Theorem 10.1 are satisfied. Such a function W is easy to construct, indeed one can
4
just take W pt, rq :“ ρ´ p´1 (noting from the energy supercriticality hypothesis (2.1) that
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3

4
4 r
d ´ p´1
ą 2 ą 0, hence the derivative Br pr d W q “ p dr ´ p´1
qr d W is positive for r ą 0).
ρ4
4
This already establishes Theorem 10.1 in the stress-supercritical case d ´ 3 ´ p´1
ą 0.
4
It remains to handle the stress-critical case d ´ 3 ´ p´1
“ 0 and the stress-subcritical
4
case d ´ 3 ´ p´1 ă 0. Here the difficulty is that there is an additional constraint in
4

Theorem 10.1(x) that needs to be satisfied. If one sets W 0 :“ ρ´ p´1 and defines the
0
0
by the formulae (11.1), (11.2), that is to say that
initial fields g1,1
, g1,iB
r
0
g1,1
“ 2rBr W 0 ` 2dW 0

0
g1,iB
r

“ rBt W

0

(11.3)
(11.4)

and then defines the initial field S10 by the analogue of (9.3), namely
˙
ˆ ˆ
˙
1 d´1
d´1
0
2
0
0
S1 :“ r
Br Br `
Br g1,1 ` 2Bt g1,iBr ,
4
r
then there is no guarantee that the constraint in Theorem 10.1(x) will be obeyed for
these choices of g1,1 , g1,iBr . Instead, we select a smooth function ψ : R Ñ R supported on
r´1, 1s, such that ψ 2 ptq ě 0 for all t ě 0 and ψ 2 ptq “ 1 for 0 ď t ď 1{2, let δ ą 0 be an
even smaller parameter, and let W : H1 Ñ R be the function defined for all pt, rq P H1
by the formula
ˆ ˙
4
t
0
3{2 ´ p´1
,
ψ
W pt, rq :“ W pt, rq ´ δ ρ
δρ
and then define g1,1 , g1,iBr , S1 by (11.1), (11.2), (9.3). Clearly W obeys the required
properties (ii), (vii). We now claim that the property (i) also holds if δ is small enough.
Note that W pt, rq is equal to W 0 pt, rq unless t “ Opδρq, thus it suffices to verify (i) in
the regime t “ Opδρq. By rescaling we may normalise r “ 1 and t “ Opδq. In this
regime we have
Br pr d W pt, rqq “ Br pr d W 0 pt, rqq ` Opδ 1{2q
and from the fact that W 0 obeys (i), the quantity Br pr d W 0 pt, rqq is bounded away from
zero uniformly in δ in the regime r “ 1, t “ Opδq, so the claim follows.
We now claim that Theorem 10.1(x) holds for δ small enough. In the stress-supercritical
case there is nothing to prove. In the remaining cases, we need to study the quantity
S1 pt, rq. By construction, this quantity is equal to S10 pt, rq except in the regime r “
Opδρq. Now we rescale and study S1 pt, 1q in the regime r “ Opδq. From (11.1), (11.2)
we have
ˆ
ˆ ˙˙
ˆ ˙
4
4
t
t
´ p´1
0
3{2
3{2 ´ p´1
g1,1 “ g1,1 ´ 2rδ Br ρ
` 2dδ ρ
ψ
ψ
δρ
δρ
and
g1,iBr “

0
g1,iB
r

` rδ

3{2

ˆ
ˆ ˙˙
4
t
´ p´1
.
Bt ρ
ψ
δρ
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Using the identities Bt ρ “

t
;
2ρ3

r3
ρ3

Br ρ “

we can obtain the bounds

0
Brj g1,1 “ Brj g1,1
` Opδ 3{2q
0
g1,iBr “ g1,iB
` Opδ 1{2q
r
4

Bt g1,iBr “ ´2δ ´1{2ρ´ p´1 ´2 ψ 2

(11.5)
(11.6)
ˆ

t
δρ

˙

` Op1q

(11.7)

for j “ 0, 1, 2, 3 in the regime r “ 1, t “ Opδq. In particular, from (9.3) we have the
bounds
ˆ ˙
4
t
´2 2
´1{2 ´ p´1
S1 p1, tq “ ´δ
ρ
` Op1q
(11.8)
ψ
δρ
in the region r “ 1, t “ Opδq; this bound is also true in the larger range r “ 1, t “ Op1q
since S1 “ S10 and ψ 2 “ 0 when t is much larger than δ. In particular, for δ small
enough we have
lim` S1 pt, 1q ă 0;
tÑ0

4
´ p´1
`d´2

as S1 scales like ρ

, this is equivalent to which by rescaling is equivalent to
4

lim ρ p´1 ´d`2 S1 p1, rq ă 0.

rÑ8

4
In the stress-critical case d ´ 3 ´ p´1
“ 0, this gives Theorem 10.1(x). Now suppose we
4
ă 0. From (11.8), we have the bounds
are in the stress-subcritical case d ´ 3 ´ p´1
ˆ 1 ˙ 2 ´ d´1
ˆ
˙ d´3 ´ 2
ż
t p´1 2
t 2 p´1
1 t
1
1
´1{2
S1 pt , 1q
1`
´
dt " δ
´ Op1q
t 0
t
δ

2
for all 0 ă t ď 1 (note in the stress-subcritical case that the exponent p´1
´ d´1
is at
2
least ´1). We have
˙ d´3 ´ 2
ˆ
d´2
2
t 2 p´1
´1{2
" δ p´1 ´ 2 .
1`
δ
δ
By energy supercriticality (2.1), the exponent here is negative, and thus if δ is small
enough we have
2
ˆ 1 ˙ p´1
ż
´ d´1
2
d´2
2
1 t
t
1
´
dt1 " δ p´1 ´ 2
S1 pt , 1q
t 0
t
4

for all 0 ă t ď 1. As S1 scales like ρ´ p´1 `d´2 , this bound is equivalent to
ż8
d´2
4
2
1
´ d´1
S1 p1, rq dr " δ p´1 ´ 2 ρ´ p´1 ´2
R
R

for 1 ď R ă 8; since S1 p1, rq “ S10 p1, rq “ Op1q when 0 ď R ď 1, we conclude that this
bound also holds for 0 ă R ă 1 if δ is small enough. Meanwhile, from (11.5), (11.6) we
have
`1
˘2
2
Bg
` g1,iB
r
2 r 1,1
pt, 1q “ Op1q
g1,1
for 0 ă t ď 1, and hence by rescaling
˘2
`1
2
B
g
` g1,iB
4
r
1,1
r
2
p1, Rq “ Opρ´ p´1 ´2 q
g1,1
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0
0
p1, Rq “ Op1q, and
for 1 ď R ă 8; since g1,1 p1, Rq “ g1,1
p1, Rq " 1, g1,iBr p1, Rq “ g1,iB
r
0
Br g1,1 p1, Rq “ Br g1,1 p1, Rq “ Op1q for 0 ď R ď 1, this bound also holds for 0 ă R ď 1.
We conclude that for δ small enough, the conclusion of Theorem 10.1(x) holds (with
ε “ 1) in the stress sub-critical case. This covers all the cases required for Theorem
10.1, and thus (finally!) completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Appendix A. Proof of Nash-type embedding theorem
The purpose of this appendix is to prove Proposition 5.2.
We can use the hypothesis in Proposition 5.2(iv) to make a “gauge transformation” to
reduce to the case when the components G1,iBxj vanish:
Proposition A.1. In order to prove Proposition 5.2, it suffices to do so under the
additional hypothesis that G1,iBxj vanishes identically for all j “ 1, . . . , d, and in which
we now require α “ 0 in (3.1).
We remark from (5.10) that the vanishing of G1,iBxj also implies the vanishing of GBxj ,iBxk .
Proof. Let the hypotheses be as in Proposition 5.2, and let ~g : Hd Ñ Rd denote the
vector field
ˆ
˙
G1,iBxj d
~g :“
.
G1,1 j“1
From hypothesis (iv) we know that ~g is curl-free, so in particular
ż
~g pt, xq ¨ ds “ 0
γ

for all t ą 0 and all closed curves γ in Rd , where ds is the length element. Taking limits
as t Ñ 0, we conclude that
ż
~g p0, xq ¨ ds “ 0
γ

for all t ą 0 and all closed curves γ in Rd zt0u. In particular, ~g p0, ¨q is exact, and so we
can find a smooth function P0 : Rd zt0u Ñ R such that
~g p0, xq “ ∇P0 pxq

(A.1)

for all x P Rd zt0u. Observe from (5.6) that the vector field ~g has the homogeneity

1
~g p4t, 2xq “ ~g pt, xq
(A.2)
2
for all pt, xq P Hd . In particular, (A.1) continues to hold when P0 is replaced by the
rescaling x ÞÑ P0 p2xq. Integrating, we conclude that
P0 p2xq “ P0 pxq ` α

for all x P Rd zt0u and some α P R.

(A.3)
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From (A.2) and the smoothness of ~g up to the boundary of Hd , we see for fixed t ě 0
that one has the asymptotic
~g pt, xq ´ ~g p0, xq “ Op1{|x|2 q

as x Ñ 8, and similarly for all spacetime derivatives of ~g (in fact one gains additional
powers of |x| with each derivative). If we then define the function P : Hd Ñ R by
ż
:“
P pt, xq
P0 pxq ´ p~g pt, xq ´ ~g p0, xqq ¨ ds
γ

where γ is an arbitrary curve from x to 8 in Rd zt0u that is eventually linear, then we
see from Stokes’ theorem that P is well-defined, and it is clear from construction that
P is smooth and obeys the identity
~g pt, xq “ ∇P pt, xq

for all pt, xq P Hd . Furthermore, from (5.6) and (A.3) we see that
P p4t, 2xq “ P pt, xq ` α

for all pt, xq P Rd .

(A.4)

We now introduce the “gauge transformed” matrix G1 “ pG1D1 ,D2 qD1 ,D2 PD by setting
G11,1 “ G1i,i :“ G1,1
G11,i “ G1i,1 :“ 0

G11,D1 “ G1D1 ,1 “ G1i,iD1 “ G1iD1 ,i :“ G1,D1

G11,iD1 “ G1iD1 ,1 “ ´Gi,D1 “ ´GD1 ,i :“ G1,D1 ´ G1,1 D1 P

G1D1 ,D2 “ G1iD1 ,iD2 :“ GD1 ,D2 ´ G1,iD2 D1 P ´ G1,iD1 D2 P ` pD1 P qpD2 P qG1,1
G1D1 ,iD2 “ GiD2 ,D1 :“ GD1 ,iD2 ´ pD2 P qG1,D1 ` pD1 P qG1,D2

for D1 , D2 P DR zt1u. The motivation for this matrix is that the requirement (5.13) can
be seen to be equivalent to the requirement
G1D1 ,D2 pt, xq “ xD1 pueiP qpt, xq, D2 pueiP qpt, xqyCm

(A.5)

for D1 , D2 P D, as can be seen from many applications of the product and Leibniz rules.
It is easy to see that G1 is smooth and real symmetric and obeys the scaling relation
(5.6). We observe the identity
ÿ
ÿ
GD1 ,D2 bD1 bD2
G1D1 ,D2 aD1 aD2 “
D1 ,D2 PD

D1 ,D2 PD

for all real numbers aD , D P D, where

b1 :“ a1 ´
bi :“ a1 `
bD1
biD1

:“ aD1
:“ aiD1 .

ÿ

aiD DP

DPDR

ÿ

DPDR

aD DP
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From this we see that G1 is strictly positive definite, and thus obeys the property (i).
Routine calculation shows that it also obeys the conditions (ii), (iii), (iv), and that the
components G11,iBx vanish for j “ 1, . . . , d. By hypothesis, we may thus find a smooth
j
function u1 : Hd Ñ Cm that is nowhere vanishing and obeying the discrete self-similarity
(3.1) with α replaced by 0, such that
G1D1 ,D2 pt, xq “ xD1 u1 pt, xq, D2 u1 pt, xqyCm
for all pt, xq P Hd and all D1 , D2 P D other than pD1 , D2 q “ pBt , Bt q, piBt , iBt q. Furthermore, the function θ : Hd {T Z Ñ CPm´1 , formed by descending the map π ˝ u1 : Hd Ñ
CPm´1 to Hd {T Z , is a smooth embedding. If we then set u :“ u1 eiP , one checks from
the equivalence of (5.13) and (A.5) that that u obeys all the properties required for
Proposition 5.2.

It remains to prove Proposition 5.2 under the additional hypothesis that G1,iBxj “ 0 and
with the requirement α “ 0. It will be convenient to work with a reduced “basis” of
components of G, in order to eliminate the various constraints between the components
of G. Let P Ă D 2 denote the following set of pairs in D:
P :“ tp1, Dq : D “ 1, iBx1 , . . . , iBxd , iBt u
Y tpBxj , Bxk q : 1 ď j ď k ď du

Y tpBxj , Bt q : 1 ď j ď du

and then define the reduction GP : Hd Ñ RP of the matrix G as
GP :“ pGD1 ,D2 qpD1 ,D2 qPP

(A.6)

and the Gram-type matrix GP ru, vs : Hd Ñ RP of two smooth functions u, v : Hd Ñ Cm
for some m ě 1 by the formula
GP ru, vs :“ pxD1 u, D2 vyCm qpD1 ,D2 qPP .
Observe from the hypotheses (5.7), (5.11), (5.10), (5.12) (as well as the symmetry
GD1 ,D2 “ GD2 ,G1 ) on the matrix G, as well as the analogous identities (5.2), (5.3), (5.4),
(5.5) (as well as the symmetry xD1 u, D2uyCm “ xD2 u, D1 yCm ) on the Gram-type matrix
Gru, us, that if u obeyed the equations
GP ru, us “ GP

(A.7)

(that is to say, (5.13) holds for all pD1 , D2 q P P) then in fact one has (5.13) for all
pairs pD1 , D2 q in D 2 other than pBt , Bt q and piBt , iBt q. Thus, our task reduces to that
of locating a smooth, nowhere vanishing map u : Hd Ñ Cm which obeys the discrete
self-similarity (3.1) and the equation (A.7).
In order to avoid technicalities involving elliptic theory for manifolds with boundary,
it will be convenient to replace the half-space Hd with the punctured spacetime R ˆ
Rd ztp0, 0qu, so that the quotient
M :“ pR ˆ Rd ztp0, 0quq{T Z

is now a smooth compact manifold without boundary. More precisely, we will show
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Proposition A.2. Let GP “ pGD1 ,D2 qpD1 ,D2 qPP be a tuple of smooth functions GD1 ,D2 :
R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ R obeying the scaling law (5.6). Suppose also that the fields G1,iBxj
vanish for j “ 1, . . . , d, and that the d ` 1 ˆ d ` 1 matrix
pGD1 ,D2 qD1 ,D2 Pt1,Bx1 ,...,Bxd u

(A.8)

is strictly positive definite on all of R ˆ Rd zt0u, where we define
1
G1,Bxj “ GBxj ,1 :“ Bxj G1,1
2
for j “ 1, . . . , d and
GBxk ,Bxj :“ GBxj ,Bxk

for 1 ď j ă k ď d. Then, if m is an integer that is sufficiently large depending on
d, there exists a smooth nowhere vanishing function u : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm obeying
(3.1) with α “ 0 such that the map π ˝ u is a smooth embedding of M into CPm´1 , and
such that
GP ru, us “ GP
on all of R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu.
We now explain why Proposition A.2 gives us Proposition 5.2. Let GD1 ,D2 , D1 , D2 P
D be as in that proposition, with G1,iBxj “ 0. For each D1 , D2 P D, the function
4

ρ p´1 `ordpD1 q`ordpD2 q GD1 ,D2 is T -invariant and may thus be viewed as a smooth function
on the quotient space Hd {T Z . Using the extension theorem5 of Seeley [17], we may
smoothly extend this function to the larger space pR ˆ Rd ztp0, 0quq{T Z ; lifting this
4
extension back up to R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu and dividing by ρ p´1 `ordpD1 q`ordpD2 q , we obtain
a smooth extension of GD1 ,D2 for pD1 , D2 q P P from Hd to R ˆ Rd Ñ tp0, 0qu that
continues to obey the scaling properties (5.6). Of course we can arrange matters so
that one retains the symmetry property GD1 ,D2 “ GD2 ,D1 with this extension, as well
as the vanishing property G1,iBxj “ 0. By continuity, the matrix (A.8) will remain
strictly positive definite in an open neighbourhood of Hd . By smoothly interpolating
the GD1 ,D2 with another set of functions for which the matrix (A.8) is strictly positive
definite everywhere (while also still obeying (5.6); this is easily achieved by keeping
the diagonal terms G1,1 , GBxj ,Bxj large and positive), one can assume without loss of
generality that (A.8) is in fact positive definite on all of R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu. If one now
applies Proposition A.2 and then restricts back to Hd , one obtains the claim.
It remains to establish Proposition A.2. If we knew that the component G1,iBt of G
vanished (in addition to the vanishing of G1,iBxj that is already assumed), one could
obtain this claim immediately from Proposition 5.1, by embedding Rm into Cm and
noting that the inner products xu, iBxj uyCm and xu, iBtuyCm automatically vanish if u
takes values in Rm . (In this case, we could also recover the pBt , Bt q case of (5.13).) Thus
the only obstacle to address is the non-vanishing of G1,iBt . Our strategy, inspired by the
usual proofs of the Nash embedding theorem, will be to modify GP by subtracting the
contribution of a suitable “short map” that is designed to mostly eliminate the G1,iBt
component (while creating only small perturbations in the remaining components of
5One

can also use the classical extension theorem of Whitney [24].
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GP ), and then use the perturbative argument6 of Gunther [14] to construct a solution
u for this perturbative version of GP .
We turn to the details. The map u ÞÑ GP ru, us defined by (A.6) is quadratic in u,
rather than linear. Nevertheless, it does have the following very convenient additivity
property: given two maps u1 : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm1 and u2 : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm2
into two finite-dimensional complex vector spaces, one has the identity
GP rpu1 , u2q, pu1 , u2qs “ GP ru1 , u1s ` GP ru2 , u2s

(A.9)

m1 `m2

d

where the pairing pu1 , u2q : R ˆ R ztp0, 0qu Ñ C
of u1 , u2 is the map defined by
the formula
pu1 , u2qpt, xq :“ pu1 pt, xq, u2 pt, xqq
m1
where we identify C ˆ Cm2 with Cm1 `m2 in the obvious fashion. Note also that if
u1 , u2 are smooth and obey (3.1) with α “ 0, then the pairing pu1 , u2 q does also; and if
one of u1, u2 is an embedding and nowhere vanishing and the other is merely a smooth
map that is allowed to vanish, then the pairing pu1 , u2q will be an embedding that is
nowhere vanishing.
Next, we (again inspired by the usual proofs of the Nash embedding theorem) define a
smooth map u : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm to be free if, for any pt, xq P R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu, the
vectors upt, xq, Bxj upt, xq (for 1 ď j ď d), Bt upt, xq, Bxj Bxk upt, xq (for 1 ď j ď k ď d),
and Bxj Bt upt, xq (for 1 ď j ď d) are all linearly independent over the complex numbers
C in Cm . We observe that if m is sufficiently large (depending only on d), then there is
at least one free map into Cm that obeys the discrete self-similarity (3.1). Indeed, from
the Whitney embedding theorem there is a smooth embedding v : M Ñ Rm0 whenever
m0
m0 is sufficiently large depending on d. If we then define the map w : M Ñ R1`m0 `p 2 q
by the formula
w :“ p1, pvj q1ďjďm0 , pvj vk q1ďjďkďm0 q
d
where v1 , . . . , vm0 : R ˆ R ztp0, 0qu{T Z Ñ R are the components of v, then one verifies
from the chain rule and the immersed nature of v that w is free over R, and hence
m0
m0
free over C if one embeds R1`m0 `p 2 q into C1`m0 `p 2 q . If one then defines the map
m0
u0 : Hd Ñ C1`m0 `p 2 q by the formula
2

u0 pt, xq :“ ρ´ p´1 wpπpt, xqq

we see from a further application of the chain rule that u0 is smooth, free, nowhere
vanishing, and obeys the discrete self-similarity relation (3.1). By multiplying u0 by
a sufficiently small positive constant (which does not affect the properties of u stated
above), and using the compactness of M and the positive definiteness of the pd ` 2q ˆ
pd ` 2q matrix-valued function pGD1 ,D2 qD1 ,D2 PDR , we can also assume that u0 is a short
map in the sense that the pd ` 2q ˆ pd ` 2q matrix-valued function
¯
´
GD1 ,D2 ´ xD1 u0 , D2 u0 y 1`m0 `pm0 q
C

d

2

D1 ,D2 PDR

is strictly positive definite on all of R ˆ R ztp0, 0qu. Applying Proposition 5.1, we see
(for m1 sufficiently large depending on d) we may find a smooth nowhere vanishing
6One

could also use the Nash-Moser iteration scheme here, although this would be more complicated
techncially.
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map u1 : R ˆ Rdztp0, 0qu Ñ Rm1 , obeying the discrete self-similarity property (3.1) with
α “ 0, with u1 {}u1 }Rm a smooth embedding of M into S m1 ´1 , such that
GD1 ,D2 ´ xD1 u0 , D2 u0 y

C

1`m0 `

pm20 q “ xD1 u1 , D2 u1 yCm1

(A.10)

on R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu for all D1 , D2 P DR . This identity also is obeyed when pD1 , D2 q “
p1, iBxj q for some j “ 1, . . . , d, since all three terms in the identity vanish in this case.
On the other hand, (A.10) can fail when pD1 , D2 q “ p1, iBt q, since G1,iBt is not assumed
to vanish. In particular, the vector-valued function
GP ´ GP ru0, u0 s ´ GP ru1, u1 s

has all components vanishing except for the p1, iBt q component, which is equal to G1,iBt .
To address this remaining component, we proceed by the following argument. Using a
smooth partition of unity, we can find a finite number a1 , . . . , ak : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ R
of smooth functions, each of which is supported in a ball of radius 1{1000 in the region
tpt, xq P Hd : 21 ď ρ ď 2u, such that
1“

k
ÿÿ

nPZ l“1

a2l pT ´n pt, xqq

(A.11)
4

for all pt, xq P Hd , where k depends only on d. Meanwhile, the function ρ p´1 `2 G1,iBt pt, xq
is T -invariant and thus descends to a smooth function of Hd {T Z . This function can be
written as the difference of two squares f`2 ´ f´2 for some smooth f˘ : Hd {T Z Ñ R (e.g.
by setting f´ to be a large positive constant and then solving for f` ), thus
4

4

G1,iBt pt, xq “ ρ´ p´1 ´2 f` pπpt, xqq2 ´ ρ´ p´1 ´2 f´ pπpt, xqq2 .
Multiplying this with (A.11), we obtain the decomposition
G1,iBt pt, xq “
where

k
ÿÿ

nPZ l“1

4

4

2´p p´1 `2qn b2l,` pT ´n pt, xqq ´ 2´p p´1 `2qn b2l,´ pT ´n pt, xqq
2

bl,˘ pt, xq :“ al pt, xqρ´ p´1 ´1 f˘ pπpt, xqq.

Note that for fixed l, the functions b2l,` pT ´n pt, xqq have disjoint supports as n varies,
and similarly for b2l,´ pT ´n pt, xqq.
Next, let ε ą 0 be a small parameter to be chosen later, and let u2,ε : Hd Ñ C2k be the
map
¨˜
˜
¸k
¸k ˛
ÿ
ÿ ´ 2n
2n
t 2
t 2
‚.
,´
ε2´ p´1 bl,´ pT ´n pt, xqqei ε4n
u2,ε pt, xq :“ ˝
ε2 p´1 bl,` pT ´n pt, xqqei ε4n
nPZ

l“1

nPZ

l“1

One can check that u2,ε is smooth and obeys the discrete self-similarity property (3.1).
Direct computation using (A.9) and the chain and product rules gives the identity
GP ´ GP ru0 , u0s ´ GP ru1, u1 s ´ GP ru2,ε , u2,εs “ ε2 HP

where HP “ pHD1 ,D2 qpD1 ,D2 qPP is a smooth function from Hd to CP that is independent
of ε and obeys the scaling property (5.6). The precise value of HP is not important for
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our purposes, but for sake of explicitness we can evaluate the components of this matrix
to be given by the formulae
H1,1 pt, xq “ ´
H1,iBxj pt, xq “ 0

H1,iBt pt, xq “ 0

HBxj ,Bxj1 pt, xq “ ´

k
ÿÿÿ

2´ p´1 n b2l,˘ pT ´n pt, xqq

k
ÿÿÿ

2´p p´1 `2qn pBxj bl,˘ Bxj1 bl,˘ qpT ´n pt, xqq

k
ÿÿÿ

2´p p´1 `3qn pBxj bl,˘ Bt bl,˘ qpT ´n pt, xqq

˘ nPZ l“1

˘ nPZ l“1

4

4

HBxj ,Bt pt, xq “ HBt ,Bxj pt, xq
“´
1

˘ nPZ l“1

4

for j, j “ 1, . . . , d. It is important here that the pairs pBt , Bt q, piBt , iBt q do not appear in
P, as these would introduce terms in HP that are of order 1{ε4 , which is unacceptably
large for our purposes.
Proposition A.2 (and hence Proposition 5.2) may now be deduced from the following
perturbative claim:
Proposition A.3. Let the notation and hypotheses be as above. If ε ą 0 is sufficiently
m0
small, then there exists a smooth map u0,ε : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ C1`m0 `p 2 q obeying the
discrete self-similarity property (3.1) with α “ 0, such that
GP ru0,ε , u0,εs “ GP ru0 , u0s ` ε2 HP .

Indeed, one can now take u to be the tuple u :“ pu0,ε , u1, u2,ε q for a sufficiently small
ε, giving the claim (for m large enough). Note that as u1 was already a smooth nonvanishing embedding, u will be also, regardless of how badly u0,ε and u2,ε vanish or fail
to be an embedding.
It remains to prove Proposition A.3. In order to be able to work on the compact
manifold M rather than the non-compact space R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu, it will be convenient
to normalise u0 and the differential operators in D and P to be T -invariant. More
precisely, let us introduce the T -invariant vector fields
Xj :“ ρBxj ;

Xt :“ ρ2 Bt

on R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu (or the quotient space M) for j “ 1, . . . , d, where we identify vector
fields with first-order differential operators in the usual fashion. We also introduce the
pairs of rescaled differential operators
P 1 :“ tp1, 1qu Y tpXj , Xk q : 1 ď j ď k ď du
Y tpXj , Xt q : 1 ď j ď du
Y tp1, iXj q : 1 ď j ď du
Y tp1, iXt qu
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and then define
GP 1 ru, vs :“ pxD1 u, D2vyCm qpD1 ,D2 qPP 1
for smooth u, v : R ˆ R ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm Note that the operators in P 1 commute with
the dilation operator T ; in particular, if u is T -invariant, then so is GP 1 ru, us.
d

Proposition A.3 is then a consequence of
Proposition A.4. Let m be a positive integer. Let u : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm be
a smooth map which is T -invariant and free, and let HP 1 : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ R be
smooth and T -invariant. Then, if ε ą 0 is small enough, there exists a smooth map
uε : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm that is smooth and T -invariant, such that
GP 1 ruε , uεs “ GP 1 ru, us ` ε2 HP 1 .

(A.12)

To see why Proposition A.4 implies Proposition A.3, we observe that if u0 : R ˆ
Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm is smooth and obeys (3.1) with α “ 0, and we set u : RˆRd ztp0, 0qu Ñ
2
Cm to be the map u :“ ρ p´1 u0 , then u is T -invariant, and we have the linear relation
GP 1 ru, uspt, xq “ St,x GP ru0 , u0spt, xq,
1

for some invertible linear transformation St,x : RP Ñ RP . The exact form of St,x
is not important, but for sake of explicitness we can compute St,x pGD1 ,D2 qpD1 ,D2 qPP :“
pG1D1 ,D2 qpD1 ,D2 qPP 1 , where
4

G11,1 :“ ρ p´1 G1,1
4

2
4
2
ρpBxj ρqG1,Bxk `
ρpBxk ρqGBxj ,1 `
pBx ρqpBxk ρqG1,1 q
p´1
p´1
pp ´ 1q2 j
2 2
4
2 2
ρ pBxj ρqG1,Bt `
ρ pBt ρqGBxj ,1 `
ρpBxj ρqpBt ρqG1,1 q
`
p´1
p´1
pp ´ 1q2

G1Xj ,Xk :“ ρ p´1 pρ2 GBxj ,Bxk `
4

G1Xj ,Xt :“ ρ p´1 pρ3 GBxj ,Bt
4

G11,iXj :“ ρ p´1 ρG1,iBxj
4

G11,iXt :“ ρ p´1 ρ2 G1,iBt .
Also, from the product rule we see that u0 is free if and only if u is free. If one then
applies Proposition A.4 with
HP 1 pt, xq :“ St,x HP pt, xq

(which one verifies to be T -invariant), then for ε small enough, one can find a smooth
map uε : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm that is smooth and T -invariant, such that
GP 1 ruε , uε spt, xq “ St,x GP ru, uspt, xq ` ε2 St,x HP pt, xq

(A.13)

for all pt, xq P R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu. If we then define u0,ε : R ˆ Rd ztp0, 0qu Ñ Cm to be the
2
´1
map u0,ε :“ ρ´ p´1 uε , then GP 1 ruε , uε spt, xq “ St,x GP ru0,ε , u0,ε spt, xq, so on applying St,x
to (A.13) we obtain Proposition A.3 as claimed.
It remains to prove Proposition A.4. Henceforth the reference solution u will be held
fixed, as well as the range dimension m. If we write uε “ u ` v, then we can rewrite
the equation (A.12) as
(A.14)
Lu v “ ε2 HP 1 ´ GP 1 rv, vs
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where Lu is the linear operator defined on smooth functions u : M Ñ Cm by setting
1
Lu v : M Ñ RP to be the function
Lu v :“ GP 1 ru, vs ` GP 1 rv, us.
Our task is now to find a smooth solution v : M Ñ Cm to the equation (A.14). In
coordinates, we can expand Lu v “ ppLu vqD1 ,D2 qpD1 ,D2 qPP 1 as
pLu vq1,1 :“ 2xv, uyCm
pLu vqXj ,Xk :“ xXj v, Xk uyCm ` xXj u, Xk vyCm
pLu vqXj ,Xt
pLu vq1,iXj
pLu vq1,iXt

“ Xj xv, Xk uyCm ` Xk xv, Xj uyCm ´ xv, pXj Xk ` Xk Xj quyCm
:“ xXj v, Xt uyCm ` xXj u, Xt vyCm
“ Xj xv, XtuyCm ` Xt xv, Xj uyCm ´ xv, pXj Xt ` Xt Xj quyCm
:“ xv, iXj uyCm ` xu, iXj vyCm
“ 2xv, iXj uyCm ´ Xj xv, iuyCm
:“ xv, iXtuyCm ` xu, iXtvyCm

“ 2xv, iXt uyCm ´ Xt xv, iuyCm .

Observe that the components of Lu v are expressed in terms of the coefficients xv, DuyCm ,
where D ranges over the collection
F :“ t1, i, Xt , iXt u

Y tXj : 1 ď j ď du Y tiXj : 1 ď k ď du
Y tXj Xk ` Xk Xj : 1 ď j ď k ď du

of T -invariant differential operators (which may thus be viewed as differential operators
on M). As u is free, we see at each point in M that the vectors Du, D P F are
linearly independent over R. By Cramer’s rule, we may thus find smooth dual fields
wD : M Ñ Cm (depending on u), which are pointwise real linear combinations of the
Du, D P F , such that
(A.15)
xwD1 , D2 uyCm “ δD1 ,D2
pointwise on M, where δD1 ,D2 is the Kronecker delta (equal to 1 when D1 “ D2 , and zero
otherwise). This provides a zeroth-order right-inverse Zu to Lu , defined on any smooth
collection F “ pFD1 ,D2 qpD1 ,D2 qPP 1 of functions FD1 ,D2 : M Ñ R by setting Zu F : M Ñ Cm
to be the function
ÿ
1
Zu F :“ F1,1 w1 ´
FXj ,Xk wXj Xk `Xk Xj
2
1ďjďkďd
´
´

d
ÿ

j“1
d
ÿ

FXj ,Xt wXj Xt `Xt Xj
F1,iXj wiXj

j“1

´ F1,iXt wiXt .
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One can easily check from (A.15) and the expansion of Lu in coordinates that Zu is
indeed a right-inverse for Lu , that is to say
Lu Zu F “ F

m

for all smooth F : M Ñ C .

One could now try to locate a solution to (A.14) using this left-inverse by solving the
equation
v “ Zu ε2 HP 1 ´ Zu GP 1 rv, vs
which would imply (A.14). Here we face the familiar problem of loss of derivatives, since
the Gram-type operator GP 1 is first-order whereas Zu is zeroth order. It is possible to
recover this loss of derivative problem for ε small enough using the technique of NashMoser iteration as in [15]. However, we instead follow the simpler approach of Gunther
[14], by obtaining a decomposition of the form
GP 1 rv, vs “ Lu Q0 rv, vs ` Q1 rv, vs

(A.16)

v “ Zu ε2 HP 1 ´ Q0 rv, vs ´ Zu Q1 rv, vs

(A.17)

where Q0 , Q1 are “zeroth order” operators. We will then be able to use a contraction
mapping argument to obtain a solution to the equation
for ε small enough; applying Lu to both sides, we obtain a solution to (A.14) as desired.
It remains to obtain the decomposition (A.16) and solve the equation (A.17). We will
need an elliptic second order operator ´∆ on M. The precise choice of ´∆ is not
important, but for sake of concreteness we will take ∆ to be the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on M with the Riemannian metric
2

ds :“

d
ÿ

j“1

ρ2 dx2j ` ρ4 dt2

(noting that the right-hand side is T -invariant and thus descends to a metric on M),
with the sign chosen so that ´∆ is positive semi-definite; in particular, one can define
the resolvent operator p1 ´ ∆q´1 on smooth functions on M. We can then expand
where
and

GP 1 rv, vs “ ´p1 ´ ∆q´1 F ` p1 ´ ∆q´1 Q2 rv, vs

(A.18)

F :“ GP 1 r∆v, vs ` GP 1 rv, ∆vs

Q2 rv, vs :“ GP 1 rv, vs ´ ∆GP 1 rv, vs ` GP 1 r∆v, vs ` GP 1 rv, ∆vs.
Observe from the Leibniz rule that Q2 rv, vs takes the schematic form
ÿ
Q2 rv, vs “
Op∇a v∇b vq
0ďa,bď2

where the gradient ∇ is with respect to the Riemannian metric ds2 (and the implied
coefficients in the Opq notation are smooth on M); the point is that the “carré du
champ” type expression
´∆GP 1 rv, vs ` GP 1 r∆v, vs ` GP 1 rv, ∆vs
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does not have any terms involving third or higher derivatives after cancelling out the
top order terms. Thus, Q2 is a “zeroth order operator”, for instance it is a bounded
bilinear operator on the Hölder space C 2,α pMq for any 0 ă α ă 1, as can be seen by
classical Schauder estimates.
The components of F can be expanded using the Leibniz rule as
F1,1 “ 2x∆v, vyCm

FXj ,Xk “ Xj x∆v, Xk vyCm ` Xk x∆v, Xj vyCm ´ x∆v, pXj Xk ` Xk Xj qvyCm
FXj ,Xt “ Xj x∆v, Xt vyCm ` Xt x∆v, Xj vyCm ´ x∆v, pXj Xt ` Xt Xj qvyCm
F1,iXj “ ´Xj x∆v, ivyCm ` 2x∆v, iXj vyCm

F1,iXt “ ´Xt x∆v, ivyCm ` 2x∆v, iXt vyCm .

Comparing this with (A.15) and the components of Lu , we can then write
F “ Lu Q3 rv, vs ` Q4 rv, vs

(A.19)

where Q3 rv, vs : M Ñ Cm is the function

Q3 rv, vs :“ x∆v, vyCm w1
`

d
ÿ

x∆v, Xk vyCm wXk

k“1

` x∆v, XtvyCm wXt
1

` x∆v, ivyCm wi

and Q4 rv, vs : M Ñ RP is given in components as

Q4 rv, vs1,1 :“ 0
Q4 rv, vsXj ,Xk :“ ´x∆v, pXj Xk ` Xk Xj qvyCm
Q4 rv, vsXj ,Xt :“ ´x∆v, pXj Xt ` Xt Xj qvyCm
Q4 rv, vs1,iXj :“ 2x∆v, iXj vyCm
Q4 rv, vs1,iXt :“ 2x∆v, iXt vyCm .

Observe that, as
ř with Q2 rv,avs, bthe expressions Q3 rv, vs and Q4 rv, vs both take the
schematic form 0ďa,bď2 Op∇ v∇ vq, as they does not contain any terms involving third
or higher derivatives.
Using the identity
p1 ´ ∆q´1 Lu “ Lu p1 ´ ∆q´1 ` p1 ´ ∆q´1 rLu , 1 ´ ∆sp1 ´ ∆q´1
“ Lu p1 ´ ∆q´1 ´ p1 ´ ∆q´1 rLu , ∆sp1 ´ ∆q´1

where rA, Bs “ AB ´ BA denotes the commutator of A, B, as well as (A.18), (A.19),
we obtain an expansion of the form (A.16) with
and

Q0 rv, vs :“ ´p1 ´ ∆q´1 Q3 rv, vs
Q1 rv, vs :“ p1 ´ ∆q´1 pQ2 rv, vs ´ Q4 rv, vsq ` p1 ´ ∆q´1 rLu , ∆sp1 ´ ∆q´1 Q3 rv, vs.
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Observe that the commutator rLu , ∆s is a second order differential operator on M with
smooth coefficients. From Schauder theory we then conclude that (after depolarisation)
Q0 , Q1 are bounded bilinear operators on the Hölder space C 2,α pMq for any fixed 0 ă
α ă 1. As such, the contraction mapping theorem then guarantees a solution v to the
equation (A.17) in the function space C 2,α pMq if ε is sufficiently small (depending on
u and α). We are almost done, except that we have not established that v is smooth.
However, from further application of Schauder theory one can establish estimates of the
form
}Qi rv, vs}C k,αpM q ď Cu,α }v}C k,αpM q }v}C 2,αpM q ` Ck,u,α}v}2C k´1,αpM q
for any k ě 2 and i “ 1, 2, where the quantities Cu,α, Ck,u,α depend only on the subscripted parameters. Crucially, the leading constant Cu,α is independent of k. As such,
a routine induction argument shows that if ε is sufficiently small (depending on u and α,
but not on k) that all the iterates used in the contraction mapping theorem to construct
v, and hence v itself, are bounded in C k,α pMq for any given k ě 2, and so v is smooth
as required. This (finally!) completes the proof of Proposition 5.2.
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